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This standard is issued under the fixed designation D4767; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of This standard is issued under the fixed designation D4767; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of 

original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. Aoriginal adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A

superscsuperscript epsilon ( ript epsilon ( ) indicates an ) indicates an editorieditorial change since the al change since the last revision or reapproval.last revision or reapproval.´́

1. 1. ScoScopepe

1.1 1.1 This test method covers This test method covers the determithe determinationation n of strengthof strength
and and strestress-sss-straitrain n relarelationstionships hips of of a a cylicylindrindrical cal specispecimen men of of 
either an intact, reconstituted, or remolded saturated cohesiveeither an intact, reconstituted, or remolded saturated cohesive

soil. Specimens are isotropically consolidated and sheared insoil. Specimens are isotropically consolidated and sheared in
comcomprepressission on witwithouhout t dradrainainage ge at at a a conconstastant nt ratrate e of of axiaxialal

deformation (strain controlled).deformation (strain controlled).

1.2 1.2 This test This test method provmethod providesides for the calculation of total and for the calculation of total and

effective stresses, and axial compression by measurement of effective stresses, and axial compression by measurement of 
axial load, axial deformation, and pore-water pressure.axial load, axial deformation, and pore-water pressure.

1.3 1.3 This test method provides data useful in This test method provides data useful in detedeterminrmininging
strength and deformation properties of cohesive soils such asstrength and deformation properties of cohesive soils such as

Mohr Mohr strestrength ngth envelenvelopes opes and and YYoung’oung’s s modulmodulus. us. GenerGenerallyally,,
three specimens are tested at different effective consolidationthree specimens are tested at different effective consolidation

stresses to define a strength envelope.stresses to define a strength envelope.

1.4 1.4 The determThe determinatination of ion of strestrength envelongth envelopes and pes and the devel-the devel-

opment of relationships to aid in interpreting and evaluatingopment of relationships to aid in interpreting and evaluating
test results are beyond the scope of this test method and musttest results are beyond the scope of this test method and must

be performed by a qualified, experienced professional.be performed by a qualified, experienced professional.

1.5 1.5 All observAll observed and calculated and calculated values shall confoed values shall conform to rm to thethe

guideguidelinelines s for for signisignificant digits ficant digits and and roundrounding ing estaestablisblished hed inin
PracticePractice D6026 D6026..

1.5.1 1.5.1 The methodThe methods used to s used to specspecify how data are ify how data are collcollectedected,,

calculated,calculated,   or   or recrecordorded ed in in thithis s stastandandard rd are regarare regarded as ded as thethe
industry standard. In addition, they are representative of theindustry standard. In addition, they are representative of the

significant digits that generally should be retained. The proce-significant digits that generally should be retained. The proce-
durdures es useused d do do not not conconsidsider er matmaterierial al varvariatiationion, , purpurpospose e forfor

obtaining the data, special purpose studies or any considerationobtaining the data, special purpose studies or any consideration
of of enend d ususe. e. It It is is bebeyoyond nd ththe e scscopope e of of ththis is tetest st memeththod od toto

consider significant digits used in analysis methods for engi-consider significant digits used in analysis methods for engi-
neering design.neering design.

1.61.6   Units—   Units— The values stated in SI units are to be regardedThe values stated in SI units are to be regarded
as standard. The values given in parentheses are provided foras standard. The values given in parentheses are provided for

information only and are not considered standard. Reporting of information only and are not considered standard. Reporting of 

testest t resresultults s in in uniunits ts othother er thathan n SI SI shashall not ll not be be regregardarded ed asas

nonconformance with this test method.nonconformance with this test method.
1.6.1 1.6.1 The gravitaThe gravitationational l systsystem of em of inch-inch-pound units is pound units is usedused

when dealing with inch-pound units. In this system, the poundwhen dealing with inch-pound units. In this system, the pound
(lbf) represents a unit of force (weight), while the unit for mass(lbf) represents a unit of force (weight), while the unit for mass
is slugs. The slug unit is not given, unless dynamic (F = ma)is slugs. The slug unit is not given, unless dynamic (F = ma)

calculations are involved.calculations are involved.
1.6.2 1.6.2 It is common practice in the enIt is common practice in the engineering/constrgineering/constructionuction

profession to concurrently use pounds to represent both a unitprofession to concurrently use pounds to represent both a unit
of mass (lbm) and of force (lbf). This implicitly combines twoof mass (lbm) and of force (lbf). This implicitly combines two

separate systems of units; that is, the absolute system and theseparate systems of units; that is, the absolute system and the
gravitational system. It is scientifically undesirable to combinegravitational system. It is scientifically undesirable to combine

the use of two separate sets of inch-pound units within a singlethe use of two separate sets of inch-pound units within a single
standstandard. As ard. As statstated, ed, this this stanstandard dard inclincludes udes the the gravgravitatitationalional

system of inch-pound units and does not use/present the slugsystem of inch-pound units and does not use/present the slug
unit for mass. However, the use of balances or scales recordingunit for mass. However, the use of balances or scales recording

pounds of mass (lbm) or recording density in lbm/ftpounds of mass (lbm) or recording density in lbm/ft
33

shall notshall not
be regarded as nonconformance with this standard.be regarded as nonconformance with this standard.

1.61.6.3 .3 The terms densiThe terms density ty and and uniunit t weiweight are ght are oftoften en useusedd
interchangeably. Density is mass per unit volume whereas unitinterchangeably. Density is mass per unit volume whereas unit

weiweight is ght is forforce ce per unit per unit volvolumeume. . In In thithis s stastandandard rd dendensitsity y isis
given only in SI units. After the density has been determined,given only in SI units. After the density has been determined,

the unit weight is calculated in SI or inch-pound units, or both.the unit weight is calculated in SI or inch-pound units, or both.

1.71.7   This stan  This standardard d doedoes s not purponot purport rt to to addaddresress s all of all of thethe

sasafefety ty coconcncerernsns, , if if ananyy, , asassosociciatated ed wiwith th itits s ususe. e. It It is is ththee
responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-

 priate  priate safetysafety, , health, health, and and environmentenvironmental al practices practices and and deter-deter-

mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
1.81.8   This internat  This international standarional standard d was was develdeveloped oped in in accoraccor--

dance with internationally recognized principles on standard-dance with internationally recognized principles on standard-

izaizatiotion n estestablablishished ed in in the the DecDecisiision on on on PriPrincincipleples s for for thethe
 Development  Development of of International International StandarStandards, ds, Guides Guides and and Recom-Recom-
mendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technicalmendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical

 Barriers  Barriers to to TradTrade e (TBT) (TBT) Committee.Committee.

2. 2. Referenced DReferenced Documentsocuments

2.12.1   ASTM Standards:  ASTM Standards:22

11 This This test test method method is is under under the the jurisdijurisdiction ction ofof ASTM ASTM CommitCommittee tee on on Soil Soil andandD18D18

Rock and is Rock and is the direct the direct responresponsibility of Subcommitsibility of Subcommitteetee   D18.05  D18.05   on Strength and  on Strength and

Compressibility of Soils.Compressibility of Soils.

CurCurrenrent t ediedition tion appapprovroved ed AprApril il 1, 1, 2022020. 0. PubPublishlished ed AprApril il 2022020. 0. OrigOriginalinallyly

approvapproved in ed in 1988. Last previous edition approved in 2011 as 1988. Last previous edition approved in 2011 as D476D4767–17–11. DOI:1. DOI:

10.1520/D4767-11R20.10.1520/D4767-11R20.

22 For referenced ASTM standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org, orFor referenced ASTM standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org, or

contact ASTcontact ASTM M CustomCustomer er Service at Service at service@service@astm.oastm.org. Forrg. For   Annual Book of ASTM   Annual Book of ASTM 

StandardsStandards  volume information, refer to the standard’s Document Summary page on volume information, refer to the standard’s Document Summary page on

the ASTMthe ASTM  website.  website.

*A Summary of Changes section appears at the end of this standard*A Summary of Changes section appears at the end of this standard

Copyright © ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959. United StatesCopyright © ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959. United States

This internatThis internationaional l standstandard ard was was develdeveloped in oped in accoraccordance with dance with interinternationationallnally y recogrecognizenized d prinprinciplciples es on on standstandardizardization establiation established in shed in the the DeciDecision on sion on PrincPrinciples for iples for thethe
Development of International Standards, Guides and Recommendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee.Development of International Standards, Guides and Recommendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee.
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D422D422 Te Test Method for Particle-Sizest Method for Particle-Size Analysis of SoilsAnalysis of Soils (With- (With-

drawn 2016)drawn 2016)
33

D653D653  TeTerminrminology Relating to ology Relating to SoilSoil, , Rock, Rock, and and ContaContainedined

FluidsFluids
D854D854  Test Methods for Specific Gravity of Soil Solids by  Test Methods for Specific Gravity of Soil Solids by

WWater ater PycnometerPycnometer
D1587/D1587MD1587/D1587M Practice for Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of  Practice for Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of 

Fine-Grained Soils for Geotechnical PurposesFine-Grained Soils for Geotechnical Purposes
D2166/D2166MD2166/D2166M Test Method for Unconfined Compressive Test Method for Unconfined Compressive

Strength of Cohesive SoilStrength of Cohesive Soil
D2216D2216 Test Methods for Laboratory Determination of Water Test Methods for Laboratory Determination of Water

(Moisture) Content of Soil and Rock by Mass(Moisture) Content of Soil and Rock by Mass
D2435/D2435MD2435/D2435M  TTest est MethMethods ods for for One-DOne-Dimenimensionasional l Con-Con-

solidation Properties of Soils Using Incremental Loadingsolidation Properties of Soils Using Incremental Loading
D2850D2850 Test Method for Unconsolidated-Undrained Triaxial Test Method for Unconsolidated-Undrained Triaxial

Compression Test on Cohesive SoilsCompression Test on Cohesive Soils
D3740D3740  PracPractice tice for for MiniMinimum mum RequiRequiremerements nts for Agenciesfor Agencies

Engaged in Testing and/or Inspection of Soil and Rock asEngaged in Testing and/or Inspection of Soil and Rock as

Used in Engineering Design and ConstructionUsed in Engineering Design and Construction
D4220/D4220MD4220/D4220M Pra Practicctices es for for PresePreserving rving and and TrTranspoansportinrtingg

Soil SamplesSoil Samples
D4318D4318  TTest est MethMethods ods for for LiquiLiquid d LimiLimit, t, PlasPlastic tic LimiLimit, t, andand

Plasticity Index of SoilsPlasticity Index of Soils

D4753D4753 Guide for Evaluating, Selecting, and Specifying Bal- Guide for Evaluating, Selecting, and Specifying Bal-
ances and Standard Masses for Use in Soil, Rock, andances and Standard Masses for Use in Soil, Rock, and
Construction Materials TestingConstruction Materials Testing

D6026D6026 Practice for Using Significant Digits in Geotechnical Practice for Using Significant Digits in Geotechnical
DataData

3. 3. TTerminologyerminology

3.13.1   Definitions—   Definitions— For standard definitions of common tech-For standard definitions of common tech-
nical terms, refer to Terminologynical terms, refer to Terminology  D653 D653..

3.23.2   Definitions of Terms Specific to This Standard:  Definitions of Terms Specific to This Standard:

3.2.13.2.1   back   back prepressure— ssure— a a prepressussure re appapplielied d to to the the spespecimcimenen
pore-water to cause air in the pore space to compress and topore-water to cause air in the pore space to compress and to

paspass s intinto o solsolutiution on in in the the porpore-we-wateater r thetherebreby y incincreareasinsing g thethe
percent saturation of the specimen.percent saturation of the specimen.

3.2.23.2.2  effective consolidation stress—  effective consolidation stress— the difference betweenthe difference between
the cell pressure and the pore-water pressure prior to shearingthe cell pressure and the pore-water pressure prior to shearing

the specimen.the specimen.
3.2.33.2.3   failure—   failure— a a maxmaximuimum-sm-stretress ss conconditdition ion or or strstress ess at at aa

defidefined strained strain n for a for a testest t spespecimcimen. en. FaiFailurlure e is is oftoften en taktaken en toto
correspond to the maximum principal stress difference (maxi-correspond to the maximum principal stress difference (maxi-

mum deviator stress) attained or the principal stress differencemum deviator stress) attained or the principal stress difference
(deviator stress) at 15 % axial strain, whichever is obtained first(deviator stress) at 15 % axial strain, whichever is obtained first

during the performance of a test. Depending on soil behaviorduring the performance of a test. Depending on soil behavior
and field and field appliapplicatiocation, n, other suitabother suitable le failfailure criteriure criteria a may bemay be

defidefinedned, , sucsuch h as as maxmaximuimum m efeffecfectivtive e strstress ess oblobliquiquityity, , ((σσ11'/ '/ 

σσ33
')')
maxmax

, or the principal stress difference (deviator stress) at a, or the principal stress difference (deviator stress) at a

selected axial strain other than 15 %.selected axial strain other than 15 %.

4. 4. SigniSignificancficance and Usee and Use

4.1 4.1 The shear strengThe shear strength of th of a saturatea saturated d soil in triaxiasoil in triaxial com-l com-
pression depends on the stresses applied, time of consolidation,pression depends on the stresses applied, time of consolidation,

strain rate, and the stress history experienced by the soil.strain rate, and the stress history experienced by the soil.

4.2 4.2 In this In this test methotest method, d, the shear charactthe shear characteriseristics are mea-tics are mea-

sured under undrainesured under undrained d condiconditions and tions and is is applapplicablicable e to to fieldfield
conditions where soils that have been fully consolidated underconditions where soils that have been fully consolidated under

one set of stresses are subjected to a change in stress withoutone set of stresses are subjected to a change in stress without
timtime e for for furfurthether r conconsolsolidaidatiotion n to to taktake e plaplace ce (un(undradrainineded

condition), and the field stress conditions are similar to those incondition), and the field stress conditions are similar to those in
the test method.the test method.

NNOTEOTE   1—If the strength is required for the case where the soil is not  1—If the strength is required for the case where the soil is not

consolidconsolidated during testing ated during testing prior to prior to shearshear, , refer to refer to TTest Methodest Method D2850 D2850 or or
Test MethodTest Method  D2166/D2166M  D2166/D2166M..

4.3 4.3 Using the pore-water prUsing the pore-water pressure measured duessure measured during the test,ring the test,

the shear strength determthe shear strength determined from this ined from this test method can betest method can be
expressed in terms of effective stress. This shearexpressed in terms of effective stress. This shear strength may strength may

be applied to field conditions where full drainage can occurbe applied to field conditions where full drainage can occur
(dr(drainained ed conconditditionions) s) or or whewhere re porpore e prepressussures res indinduceuced d byby

loading can be estimated, and the field stress conditions areloading can be estimated, and the field stress conditions are
similar to those in the test method.similar to those in the test method.

4.4 4.4 The shear strengtThe shear strength determined frh determined from the test expreom the test expressed inssed in

terterms ms of of tottotal al strstressesses es (un(undradraineined d conconditditionions) s) or or efeffecfectivtivee
stresses (drained conditions) is commonly used in embankmentstresses (drained conditions) is commonly used in embankment
stability analyses, earth pressure calculations, and foundationstability analyses, earth pressure calculations, and foundation

design.design.

NNOTEOTE   2—Notwithstanding the statements on precision and bias con-  2—Notwithstanding the statements on precision and bias con-tained in this test method. The precision of this test method is dependenttained in this test method. The precision of this test method is dependent

on the on the compecompetence of the tence of the personnpersonnel performinel performing it g it and the suitability of theand the suitability of the
equipment and facilities used.equipment and facilities used. Agencies which meet the criteria of PracticeAgencies which meet the criteria of Practice

D3740D3740   are generally considered capable of competent testing. Users of   are generally considered capable of competent testing. Users of 
this test method are cautioned that compliance with Practicethis test method are cautioned that compliance with Practice D3740 D3740 does does

not ensure reliable testing. Reliable testing depends on several factors;not ensure reliable testing. Reliable testing depends on several factors;
PracticePractice D3740 D3740 provides a means of evaluating some of those factors. provides a means of evaluating some of those factors.

5. 5. ApparApparatusatus

5.1 The 5.1 The reqrequiruiremeements nts for for equequipmipment ent neeneeded ded to to perperforformm
satisfactory tests are given in the following sections. Seesatisfactory tests are given in the following sections. See  Fig. Fig.

11  andand Fig. 2 Fig. 2

5.25.2   Axial Loading Device—   Axial Loading Device— The axial loading device shallThe axial loading device shall
be a screw jack driven by an electric motor through a gearedbe a screw jack driven by an electric motor through a geared

transmission, a hydraulic loading device, or any other com-transmission, a hydraulic loading device, or any other com-
pression device with sufficient capacity and control to providepression device with sufficient capacity and control to provide

the rate of axial strain (loading) prescribed inthe rate of axial strain (loading) prescribed in 8.4.2 8.4.2. The rate of . The rate of 

advance of the loading device shall not deviate by more thanadvance of the loading device shall not deviate by more than
661 % from the selected value. Vibration due to the operation1 % from the selected value. Vibration due to the operation

of the loading device shallof the loading device shall  be sufficiently small to not cause be sufficiently small to not cause
dimensional changes in the specimen or to produce changes indimensional changes in the specimen or to produce changes in

pore-water pressure when the drainage valves are closed.pore-water pressure when the drainage valves are closed.

NNOTEOTE 3—A loading device may be judged to produce sufficiently small 3—A loading device may be judged to produce sufficiently small
vibrations if there are no visible ripples in a glass of water placed on thevibrations if there are no visible ripples in a glass of water placed on the

loading platform when the device is operating at the speed at which theloading platform when the device is operating at the speed at which the
test is performed.test is performed.

5.35.3   Ax  Axial ial LoadLoad-Me-Measuasurinring g DevDeviceice— — ThThe e axaxiaial l  loloadad--
measmeasurinuring g devicdevice e shall be shall be an an elecelectronitronic c load cell, load cell, hydrhydraulicaulic

load cell, or any other load-measuring device capable of theload cell, or any other load-measuring device capable of the
accuracy prescribed in this paragraph and may be a part of theaccuracy prescribed in this paragraph and may be a part of the

axial loading device. The axial load-measuring device shall beaxial loading device. The axial load-measuring device shall be
capable of measuring the axial load to an accuracy of withincapable of measuring the axial load to an accuracy of within

1 % of the axial1 % of the axial load at failure. If the load-measuring device is load at failure. If the load-measuring device is
localocated ted insiinside de the triaxial compresthe triaxial compression chambersion chamber, , it it shalshall l bebe

inseinsensitnsitive to ive to horizhorizontaontal l forcforces and es and to the to the magnmagnitude of itude of thethe
chamber pressure.chamber pressure.

33 ThThe e laslast t appapproroved ved verversiosion n of of ththis is hihistostoricrical al stastandndard ard is is refrefereerencnced ed onon

www.astm.org.www.astm.org.
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5.45.4   Triaxi  Triaxial al Compression Chamber— Compression Chamber— The triaxial chamberThe triaxial chamber

shall have a working chamber pressure equal to the sum of theshall have a working chamber pressure equal to the sum of the
efeffectfective ive consoconsolidalidation stress tion stress and and the the back pressureback pressure. . It It shallshall

consist of a top plate and a base plate separated by a cylinder.consist of a top plate and a base plate separated by a cylinder.
The cylinder may be constructed of any material capable of The cylinder may be constructed of any material capable of 

witwithsthstandanding ing the the appapplielied d prepressussuresres. . It It is is desdesirairable ble to to use use aa
transparent material or have a cylinder provided with viewingtransparent material or have a cylinder provided with viewing

ports so the behavior of the specimen may be observed. The topports so the behavior of the specimen may be observed. The top
plate shall have a vent valve such that air can be forced out of plate shall have a vent valve such that air can be forced out of 

the chamber as it is filled. The baseplate shall have an inletthe chamber as it is filled. The baseplate shall have an inlet
through which to fill the chamber, and inlets leading to thethrough which to fill the chamber, and inlets leading to the

specimen base and to the cap to allow saturation and drainagespecimen base and to the cap to allow saturation and drainage

of the specimen when required. The chamber shall provide aof the specimen when required. The chamber shall provide a

connection to the cap.connection to the cap.

5.55.5   Axial Load Piston—   Axial Load Piston— The piston passing through the topThe piston passing through the top

of the chamber and its seal must be designed so the variationof the chamber and its seal must be designed so the variation
in axial load due to friction does not exceed 0.1 % of the axialin axial load due to friction does not exceed 0.1 % of the axial

load at failure and so there is negligible lateral bending of theload at failure and so there is negligible lateral bending of the
piston during loading.piston during loading.

NNOTEOTE   4—The use of two linear ball bushings to guide the piston is  4—The use of two linear ball bushings to guide the piston is
recommended to minimize friction and maintain alignment.recommended to minimize friction and maintain alignment.

FIG. 1 Schematic Diagram of a Typical Consolidated Undrained Triaxial ApparatusFIG. 1 Schematic Diagram of a Typical Consolidated Undrained Triaxial Apparatus

FIG. 2 Filter Strip CageFIG. 2 Filter Strip Cage
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NNOTEOTE 5—A minimum piston diameter of  5—A minimum piston diameter of    11 ⁄  ⁄ 66  the specimen diameter has  the specimen diameter has
been used successfully in many laboratories to minimize lateral bending.been used successfully in many laboratories to minimize lateral bending.

5.65.6   Pre  Pressure ssure and and VVacuum-Contracuum-Control ol Devices— Devices— The The chamchamberber

pressure and back pressure control devices shall be capable of pressure and back pressure control devices shall be capable of 
appapplyilying and contng and controlrollinling pressg pressureures to s to witwithin hin 2 kPa (0.252 kPa (0.2566

lb/in.lb/in.
22
) for effective consolidation pressures less than 200 kPa) for effective consolidation pressures less than 200 kPa

(28 (28 lbf/lbf/in.in.22) and to withi) and to within n 1 1 % for ef% for effecfectivtive consoe consolidlidatiationon66

prespressures greater than sures greater than 200 200 kPa. kPa. The The vacuuvacuum-com-control devicentrol device
shall be capable of applying and controlling partial vacuums toshall be capable of applying and controlling partial vacuums to

withinwithin    662 kPa. The devices shall consist of pressure/volume2 kPa. The devices shall consist of pressure/volume
controllers pneumatic pressure regulators, combination pneu-controllers pneumatic pressure regulators, combination pneu-

matimatic c prespressure and sure and vacuuvacuum m regulregulatorators, s, or or any other any other devidevicece
capable of applying and controlling pressures or partial vacu-capable of applying and controlling pressures or partial vacu-

ums to the required tolerances. These tests can require a testums to the required tolerances. These tests can require a test
duration of several day. Therefore, an air/water interface is notduration of several day. Therefore, an air/water interface is not

recommended for either the chamber pressure or back pressurerecommended for either the chamber pressure or back pressure
systems, unless isolated from the specimen and chamber (forsystems, unless isolated from the specimen and chamber (for

example, by long tubing).example, by long tubing).

5.75.7   Pr  Pressuressure- e- and and VVacuumacuum-Meas-Measururement ement DevicDevices— es— TheThe

chamchamber ber presspressure-, ure-, back back prespressure-sure-, , and and vacuuvacuum-mem-measuriasuringng
devdeviceices s shashall ll be be capcapablable e of of meameasursuring ing prepressussures res or or parpartiatiall

vacuums to the tolerances given invacuums to the tolerances given in    5.65.6. They may consist of . They may consist of 
electronic pressure transducers, or any other device capable of electronic pressure transducers, or any other device capable of 

measmeasurinuring g prespressuressures, , or or partpartial vacuums to ial vacuums to the stated the stated toletoler-r-
ancesances. . If separatIf separate e devicdevices are es are used to used to measmeasure the ure the chambchamberer

prespressure and sure and back pressurback pressure, e, the devices must the devices must be be calicalibratbrateded
simultaneously and against the same pressure source. Since thesimultaneously and against the same pressure source. Since the

chachambember r and and bacback k prepressussure re are are the pressthe pressureures s taktaken en at at thethe
mid-height of the specimen, it may be necessary to adjust themid-height of the specimen, it may be necessary to adjust the
calibration of the devices to reflect the hydraulic head of fluidscalibration of the devices to reflect the hydraulic head of fluids

in the chamber and back pressure control systems.in the chamber and back pressure control systems.

5.85.8  Pore-Water Pressure-Measurement Device—  Pore-Water Pressure-Measurement Device— The speci-The speci-
men pore-water pressure shall also be measured to the toler-men pore-water pressure shall also be measured to the toler-

ancances es givgiven en inin    5.65.6. . DurinDuring g undraundrained shearined shear, , the the porepore-wate-waterr
pressure shall be measured in such a manner that as little waterpressure shall be measured in such a manner that as little water
as possible is allowed to go into or out of the specimen. Toas possible is allowed to go into or out of the specimen. To

achachievieve e thithis s reqrequiruiremementent, , a a ververy y stistifff f eleelectrctronionic c prepressussurere
trantransducesducer r or or nullnull-indi-indicatincating g devicdevice e must be must be usedused. . WWith anith an

electronic pressure transducer the pore-water pressure is readelectronic pressure transducer the pore-water pressure is read

diredirectlyctly. . WWith ith a a nullnull-ind-indicatiicating ng devicdevice e a a prespressure sure contcontrol rol isisconcontintinuouuously sly adjadjustusted ed to to maimaintantain in a a conconstastant nt levlevel el of of thethe
water/mercury interface in the capillary bore of the device. Thewater/mercury interface in the capillary bore of the device. The

pressure required to prevent movement of the water is equal topressure required to prevent movement of the water is equal to
the pore-water pressure. Both measuring devices shall have athe pore-water pressure. Both measuring devices shall have a

comcomplipliancance e of of all all the the assassememblebled d parparts ts of of the the porpore-we-wateaterr
pressure-measurement system relative to the total volume of pressure-measurement system relative to the total volume of 

the specimen, satisfying the following requirement:the specimen, satisfying the following requirement:

~~∆∆V V  /  / V V !! /  / ∆∆ uu,,33..2  2  110033    2266 mm22 /kN /kN ~ ~22..2  2  110033    2255 in.in. 22 /lb /lb!!    (1(1 ))

where:where:

 ∆ ∆V V     = = chachange nge in in volvolume ume of of the the porpore-we-wateater r meameasursuremeementnt

system due to a pore pressure change, mmsystem due to a pore pressure change, mm
33

(in.(in.
33

),),
V V     = = total total voluvolume ome of thf the se specimpecimen, en, mmmm

33
(in.(in.

33
), and), and

 ∆ ∆uu    = = changchange in pore pe in pore pressressure, kPure, kPa (lbf/a (lbf/in.in.22 ).).
NNOTEOTE   6—T  6—To o meet the meet the compliacompliance requiremennce requirement, t, tubing between thetubing between the

specimen and the measuring device should be short and thick-walled withspecimen and the measuring device should be short and thick-walled with
small bores. Thermoplastic, copper, and stainless steel tubing have beensmall bores. Thermoplastic, copper, and stainless steel tubing have been

used successfullyused successfully. . TTo o measumeasure re this this complicompliance, assemble the ance, assemble the triaxitriaxial al cellcell
withwithout out a a specspecimeimen. n. TheThen, n, opeopen n the the appappropropriariate te valvalvesves, , incrincreasease e thethe

pressure, and record the volume change.pressure, and record the volume change.

5.95.9   Volume Change Measurement Device—   Volume Change Measurement Device— The volume of The volume of 

water entering or leaving the specimen shall be measured withwater entering or leaving the specimen shall be measured with
an accan accururacacy y of witof withihin n 0.0.05 05 % % of the totof the total volal volumume e of theof the66

specimen. The volume measuring device is usually a burettespecimen. The volume measuring device is usually a burette
connected to the back pressure but may be any other deviceconnected to the back pressure but may be any other device

meeting the accuracy requirement. The device must be able tomeeting the accuracy requirement. The device must be able to
withstand the maximum back pressure.withstand the maximum back pressure.

5.105.10   Deformation Indicator—   Deformation Indicator— The The vertvertical deformatical deformation ion of of 

the specimen is usuallythe specimen is usually determined from the travel of the piston determined from the travel of the piston
acting on the top of the specimen. The piston travel shall beacting on the top of the specimen. The piston travel shall be

memeasuasured with red with an an accaccurauracy cy of of at at lealeast st 0.20.25 % of 5 % of the initithe initialal
specimen height. The deformation indicator shall have a rangespecimen height. The deformation indicator shall have a range

of at least 15 % of the initial height of the specimen and mayof at least 15 % of the initial height of the specimen and may
be be a a diadial l indindicaicator or tor or othother er meameasursuring ing devdevice ice memeetieting ng thethe

requirements for accuracy and range.requirements for accuracy and range.

5.115.11  Specimen Cap and Base—  Specimen Cap and Base— The specimen cap and baseThe specimen cap and base
shall be designed to provide drainage from both ends of theshall be designed to provide drainage from both ends of the

specimen. They shall be constructed of a rigid, noncorrosive,specimen. They shall be constructed of a rigid, noncorrosive,
impermeable material, and each shall, except for the drainageimpermeable material, and each shall, except for the drainage

provprovisionision, , have a have a circcircular plane surfacular plane surface e of contact with of contact with thethe
porous disks and a circular cross section. It is desirable for theporous disks and a circular cross section. It is desirable for the

mass of the specimen cap and top porous disk to be as minimalmass of the specimen cap and top porous disk to be as minimal

as possible. However, the mass may be as much as 10 % of theas possible. However, the mass may be as much as 10 % of the
axial load at failure. If the mass is greater than 0.5 % of theaxial load at failure. If the mass is greater than 0.5 % of the

applied axial load at failure and greater than 50 g, the axial loadapplied axial load at failure and greater than 50 g, the axial load
must be corrected for the mass of the specimen cap and topmust be corrected for the mass of the specimen cap and top

porous disk. The diameter of the cap and base shall be equal toporous disk. The diameter of the cap and base shall be equal to
the initial diameter of the specimen. The specimen base shallthe initial diameter of the specimen. The specimen base shall

be connected to the triaxial compression chamber to preventbe connected to the triaxial compression chamber to prevent

lalateteraral l momotition on or or titiltltining, g, anand d ththe e spspececimimen en cacap p shshalall l bebe
desidesigned gned such such that eccentrithat eccentricity of city of the the pistpiston-toon-to-cap -cap contacontactct

relative to the vertical axis of the specimen does not exceed 1.3relative to the vertical axis of the specimen does not exceed 1.3
mm (0.05 in.). The end of the piston and specimen cap contactmm (0.05 in.). The end of the piston and specimen cap contact

area shall be designed so that tilting of the specimen cap duringarea shall be designed so that tilting of the specimen cap during
the test is minimal. The cylindrical surface of the specimenthe test is minimal. The cylindrical surface of the specimen

base and cap that contacts the membrane to form a seal shall bebase and cap that contacts the membrane to form a seal shall be

smooth and free of scratches.smooth and free of scratches.

5.125.12  Porous Discs—  Porous Discs— Two rigid porous disks shall be used toTwo rigid porous disks shall be used to
provide drainage at the ends of the specimen. The coefficient of provide drainage at the ends of the specimen. The coefficient of 
permeability of the disks shall be approximately equal to thatpermeability of the disks shall be approximately equal to that

of fine sand (1 × 10of fine sand (1 × 10
−4−4

cm/s (4 × 10cm/s (4 × 10
−5−5

in./s)). The disks shall bein./s)). The disks shall be
reguregularllarly y cleancleaned ed by by ultraultrasonic or sonic or boilboiling and ing and brushbrushing anding and

checked to determine whether they have become clogged.checked to determine whether they have become clogged.

5.135.13   Filter-Paper Strips and Disks—   Filter-Paper Strips and Disks—  Filter-paper strips are Filter-paper strips are
used by many laboratories to decrease the time required forused by many laboratories to decrease the time required for

testing.testing.  Filter-paper disks of a diameter equal to that of the  Filter-paper disks of a diameter equal to that of the
specimen may be placed between the porous disks and speci-specimen may be placed between the porous disks and speci-

men to avoid clogging of the porous disks. If filter strips ormen to avoid clogging of the porous disks. If filter strips or
disks are used, they shall be of a type that does not dissolve indisks are used, they shall be of a type that does not dissolve in

water. The coefficient of permeability of the filter paper shallwater. The coefficient of permeability of the filter paper shall
not be less than 1 × 10not be less than 1 × 10 −5−5 cm/cm/s s (4 × 10(4 × 10−6−6 in./s) for a normalin./s) for a normal

pressure of 550 kPa (80 lbf/in.pressure of 550 kPa (80 lbf/in.
22

). To avoid hoop tension, filter). To avoid hoop tension, filter
ststririps ps shshouould ld cocovever r no no momore re ththan an 50 50 % % of of ththe e spspececimimenen

periperipherphery. y. FiltFilter-ser-strip trip cages have cages have been been succesuccessfulssfully ly used used byby
many laboratomany laboratoriesries. . An An equatequation ion for for correcorrecting the cting the prinprincipalcipal
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stress difference (deviator stress) for the effect of the strengthstress difference (deviator stress) for the effect of the strength

of vertical filter strips is given inof vertical filter strips is given in  10.4.3.1 10.4.3.1..

NNOTEOTE   7—G  7—Grarade de NoNo. . 54 54 FiFiltelter r PaPapeper r hahas s bebeen en fofound to und to memeet et ththee

permeability and durability requirements.permeability and durability requirements.

5.145.14   Rubber   Rubber MembrMembrane— ane— The The rubrubber ber memmembrabrane ne useused d toto

encase the specimen shall provide reliable protection againstencase the specimen shall provide reliable protection against

leakage. Membranes shall be carefully inspected prior to useleakage. Membranes shall be carefully inspected prior to use
and if any flaws or pinholes are evident, the membrane shall beand if any flaws or pinholes are evident, the membrane shall be
discdiscardedarded. . TTo o ofoffer fer miniminimum restrainmum restraint t to to the the specspecimenimen, , thethe

unstretched membrane diameter shall be between 90 and 95 %unstretched membrane diameter shall be between 90 and 95 %
of of thathat t of of the the spespecimcimen. en. The The memmembrabrane ne thithicknckness shall ess shall notnot

exceed 1 % of the diameter of the specimen. The membraneexceed 1 % of the diameter of the specimen. The membrane
shashall ll be be seasealed to led to the specithe specimen cap men cap and base and base witwith h rubrubberber

O-rings for which the unstressed insideO-rings for which the unstressed inside diameter is between 75 diameter is between 75
and 85 % of the diameter of the cap and base, or by otherand 85 % of the diameter of the cap and base, or by other

memeanans s ththat at wiwill ll prprovovidide e a a poposisititive ve sesealal. . An An eqequauatition on foforr
correcting the principal stress difference (deviator stress) forcorrecting the principal stress difference (deviator stress) for
the effect of the stiffness of the membrane is given inthe effect of the stiffness of the membrane is given in 10.4.3.2 10.4.3.2..

5.155.15   Valves—   Valves— Changes in volume due to opening and closingChanges in volume due to opening and closing
valves may result in inaccurate volume change and pore-watervalves may result in inaccurate volume change and pore-water

pressure measurements. For this reason, valves in the specimenpressure measurements. For this reason, valves in the specimen
drainage system shall be of the type that produce minimumdrainage system shall be of the type that produce minimum

vovolulume me chchanangeges s dudue e to to ththeieir r opopereratatioion. n. A A vavalvlve e mamay y bebeassumed to produce minimum volume change if opening orassumed to produce minimum volume change if opening or

closclosing ing the valve the valve in in a a closclosed, ed, satursaturated pore-watated pore-water er prespressuresure
system does not induce a pressure change of greater than 0.7system does not induce a pressure change of greater than 0.7

kPa kPa ( ( 0.1 0.1 lbflbf/in/in..66
   22

).). All valves must bAll valves must be capable of withste capable of withstandinganding
applied pressures without leakage.applied pressures without leakage.

NNOTEOTE   8—Ball valves have been found to provide minimum volume-  8—Ball valves have been found to provide minimum volume-
change characteristics; however, any other type of valve having suitablechange characteristics; however, any other type of valve having suitable

volumevolume-chang-change e characharacteristcteristics ics may may be be used.used.

5.165.16    Specimen-Size MeasurSpecimen-Size Measurement Devices— ement Devices— Devices used toDevices used to

detdetermermine ine the the heiheight ght and and diadiamemeter ter of of the the spespecimcimen en shashallll
measure the respective dimensions to four significant digits andmeasure the respective dimensions to four significant digits and

shall be constructed such that their use will not disturb/deformshall be constructed such that their use will not disturb/deform
the specimen.the specimen.

NNOTEOTE   9—C  9—Circumfircumferentierential al measumeasuring ring tapes tapes are are recomrecommendemended d overover
calipers for measuring the diameter.calipers for measuring the diameter.

5.175.17   Sample Extruder—   Sample Extruder— The The samsample ple extextrudruder er shashall ll be be ca-ca-pable of extruding the soil core from the sampling tube at apable of extruding the soil core from the sampling tube at a

uniuniforform m ratrate e in in the same the same dirdirectection of ion of tratravel as vel as the samplthe samplee
entered the tube and with minimum disturbance of theentered the tube and with minimum disturbance of the  sample. sample.

If the soil core is not extruded vertically, care should be takenIf the soil core is not extruded vertically, care should be taken
to avoid bending stresses on the core due to gravity. Conditionsto avoid bending stresses on the core due to gravity. Conditions

at at the time the time of of samsample removple removal al may dictamay dictate te the the dirdirectection of ion of 
removal, but the principal concern is to minimize the degree of removal, but the principal concern is to minimize the degree of 

disturbance.disturbance.

5.185.18   Timer—   Timer— A timing device indicating the elapsed testingA timing device indicating the elapsed testing

time to the nearest 1 s shall be used to obtain consolidation datatime to the nearest 1 s shall be used to obtain consolidation data
(8.3.3).(8.3.3).

5.195.19   Balance—   Balance— A balanA balance ce or or scascale le conconforforminming g to to the re-the re-
quirements of Specificationquirements of Specification D4753 D4753 readable to four significant readable to four significant

digits.digits.

5.205.20   W  Water ater Deaeration DDeaeration Device— evice— The amount The amount of of dissdissolvedolved

gas (air) in the water used to saturate the specimen shall begas (air) in the water used to saturate the specimen shall be
decreased by boiling, by heating and spraying into a vacuum,decreased by boiling, by heating and spraying into a vacuum,

or by any other method that will satisfy the requirement foror by any other method that will satisfy the requirement for

satsaturauratinting g the the spespecimcimen en witwithin hin the the limlimits its imimposposed ed by by thethe
available maximum back pressure and time to perform the test.available maximum back pressure and time to perform the test.

5.215.21   T  Testing esting EnvironmentEnvironment— — The The conconsolsolidaidatiotion n and and sheshearar

portion of the test shall be performed in an environment whereportion of the test shall be performed in an environment where
temptemperaterature ure fluctufluctuatioations ns are are less less than than 4°C 4°C ( ( 7.2°F7.2°F) a) and nd therethere6 6 66

is no direct contact with sunlight.is no direct contact with sunlight.
5.225.22   Miscell  Miscellaneous aneous ApparApparatus— atus— SpeSpecimcimen en tritrimmimming ng andand

carvcarving ing tooltools s incluincluding a ding a wire saw, steel wire saw, steel strastraighteightedge, dge, mitemiterr
box, vertical trimming lathe, apparatus for preparing reconsti-box, vertical trimming lathe, apparatus for preparing reconsti-

tuted specimens, membrane and O-ring expander, water con-tuted specimens, membrane and O-ring expander, water con-
tent cans, and data sheets shall be provided as required.tent cans, and data sheets shall be provided as required.

6. 6. TTest Specimen Preparationest Specimen Preparation

6.16.1  Specimen Size—  Specimen Size— Specimens shall be cylindrical and haveSpecimens shall be cylindrical and have
a minimum diameter of 33 mm (1.3 in.). The average height-a minimum diameter of 33 mm (1.3 in.). The average height-

to-to-aveaveragrage e diadiamemeter ter ratratio io shashall ll be be betbetweeween n 2 2 and and 2.52.5..    TheThe
larlargesgest t parparticticle le sizsize e shashall ll be be smasmalleller r thathann    11 ⁄  ⁄ 66   the   the specspecimenimen

diameter. If, after completion of a test, it is found based ondiameter. If, after completion of a test, it is found based on
visual observation that oversize particles are present, indicatevisual observation that oversize particles are present, indicate

this information in the report of test data (this information in the report of test data (11.2.2311.2.23).).

NNOTEOTE 10—If oversize particles are found in the specimen after testing, 10—If oversize particles are found in the specimen after testing,
a a parparticlticle-se-size analysize analysis is may be may be perperforformed on med on the tested specimthe tested specimen en inin
accordance with Test Methodaccordance with Test Method D422 D422 to confirm the visual observation and to confirm the visual observation and
the results provided with the test report (the results provided with the test report (11.2.411.2.4).).

6.26.2   Intact Specimens—   Intact Specimens— Prepare intact specimens from largePrepare intact specimens from large
intacintact t samplsamples es or or from samplefrom samples s secusecured in red in accoraccordancdance e withwith

PracticePractice D1587/D1587M D1587/D1587M or other acceptable intact tube sam- or other acceptable intact tube sam-
pling procedures. Samples shall be preserved and transportedpling procedures. Samples shall be preserved and transported

in in accaccordordancance e witwith h the practthe practiceices s for Group C for Group C samsampleples s inin
PracticesPractices D4220/D4220M D4220/D4220M. Specimens obtained by tube sam-. Specimens obtained by tube sam-

pling may be tested without trimming except for cutting thepling may be tested without trimming except for cutting the
end surfaces plane and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of end surfaces plane and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of 

the specimenthe specimen, , proviprovided soil ded soil characharactercteristiistics cs are such are such that nothat no
signisignificant ficant distdisturbaurbance nce resulresults ts from from sampsamplingling. . HandlHandle e specspeci-i-

menmens s carcarefuefully lly to to minminimimize ize disdisturturbanbance, ce, chachangenges s in in crocrossss
section, or change in water content. If compression or any typesection, or change in water content. If compression or any type

of of noticnoticeable distureable disturbance would be bance would be causecaused d by by the extrusithe extrusionon
devdeviceice, , splsplit it the samplthe sample e tubtube e lenlengthgthwiswise e or or cut the cut the tubtube e inin

suitasuitable sections to ble sections to facilfacilitatitate e remoremoval of val of the specimen withthe specimen with
minminimimum um disdisturturbanbance. ce. PrePreparpare e tritrimmmmed ed spespecimcimensens, , in in anan
environment such as a controlled high-humidity room whereenvironment such as a controlled high-humidity room where

soil water soil water contcontent change ent change is is miniminimizemized. d. Where removaWhere removal l of of 
pebbles or crumbling resulting from trimming causes voids onpebbles or crumbling resulting from trimming causes voids on

the the sursurfacface e of of the the spespecimcimen, en, carcarefuefully lly fill fill the the voivoids ds witwithh
remolded soil obtained from the trimmings. If the sample canremolded soil obtained from the trimmings. If the sample can

be trimmed with minimal disturbance, a vertical trimming lathebe trimmed with minimal disturbance, a vertical trimming lathe
may be used to reduce the specimen to the required diameter.may be used to reduce the specimen to the required diameter.

After obtaining the required diameter, place the specimen in aAfter obtaining the required diameter, place the specimen in a
miter box, and cut the specimen to the final height with a wiremiter box, and cut the specimen to the final height with a wire

saw or other suitable device. Trim the surfaces with the steelsaw or other suitable device. Trim the surfaces with the steel
straightedge. Perform one or more water content determina-straightedge. Perform one or more water content determina-

tions on material trimmed from the specimen in accordancetions on material trimmed from the specimen in accordance
with Test Methodwith Test Method D2216 D2216..

6.36.3  Reconsituted Specimens—  Reconsituted Specimens— Soil required for reconstitutedSoil required for reconstituted

specimens shall be thoroughly mixed with sufficient water tospecimens shall be thoroughly mixed with sufficient water to
produce the desired water content. If water is added to the soil,produce the desired water content. If water is added to the soil,
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store the material in a covered container for at least 16 h priorstore the material in a covered container for at least 16 h prior

to to compacompactionction. . ReconReconsitusituted ted specspecimenimens s may may be be prepaprepared red byby
compacting material in at least six layers using a split mold of compacting material in at least six layers using a split mold of 

circular cross section having dimensions meeting the require-circular cross section having dimensions meeting the require-
ments enumerated inments enumerated in    6.16.1. Specimens may be reconstituted to. Specimens may be reconstituted to

the desirthe desired ed dendensitsity y by by eiteitherher: : ( ( ) ) knekneadiading ng or or tamtampinping g eaceachh11
layer until the accumulative mass of the soil placed in the moldlayer until the accumulative mass of the soil placed in the mold

is reconis reconstistituttuted to ed to a a knoknown wn volvolumeume; ; or ( or ( ) ) by by adjadjustusting theing the22
number of layers, the number of tamps per layer, and the forcenumber of layers, the number of tamps per layer, and the force

per tamp. The top of each layer shall be scarified prior to theper tamp. The top of each layer shall be scarified prior to the
addadditiition on of of mamaterterial for ial for the next the next laylayerer. . The The tamtamper per useused d toto

compact the material shall have a diameter equal to or less thancompact the material shall have a diameter equal to or less than
11 ⁄  ⁄ 22  the diameter of the mold. After a specimen is formed, with the diameter of the mold. After a specimen is formed, with

the ends the ends perpeperpendicundicular to lar to the longitudthe longitudinal axis, inal axis, remoremove ve thethe
mold and determine the mass and dimensions of the specimenmold and determine the mass and dimensions of the specimen

using the devices described inusing the devices described in  5.16 5.16  andand 5.19 5.19. Perform one or. Perform one or
more water content determinations on excess material used tomore water content determinations on excess material used to
prprepeparare e ththe e spspececimimen en in in acaccocordrdanance ce wiwith th TTesest t MeMeththod od ..D2216D2216

6.4 6.4 DeterDetermine the mine the mass and mass and dimedimensionsions ns of the of the specspecimenimen
using the devices described inusing the devices described in   5.16  5.16   andand  5.19  5.19. A minimum of . A minimum of 

thrthree ee heiheight ght meameasursuremeements nts (12(120° 0° apaapart) rt) and and at at lealeast st thrthreeee
diameter measurements at the quarter points of the height shalldiameter measurements at the quarter points of the height shall

be made to determine the average height and diameter of thebe made to determine the average height and diameter of the

specimen. An individual measurement of height or diameterspecimen. An individual measurement of height or diameter
shall not vary from average byshall not vary from average by  more than 5 %. more than 5 %.

NNOTEOTE 11—It is common for the density or unit weight of the specimen 11—It is common for the density or unit weight of the specimen

after remoafter removal from the mold to val from the mold to be less than the be less than the value based on the volumevalue based on the volume
of the mold. This occurs as a result of the specimen swelling after removalof the mold. This occurs as a result of the specimen swelling after removal

of the lateral confinement due to the mold.of the lateral confinement due to the mold.

7. 7. MountMounting Speciming Specimenen

7.17.1   Preparations—   Preparations— BefBefore ore moumountinting ng the the spespecimcimen en in in thethe
triaxial chamber, make the following preparations:triaxial chamber, make the following preparations:

7.1.1 7.1.1 InspeInspect the rubber membract the rubber membrane for ne for flaws, pinhoflaws, pinholes, andles, and
leaks.leaks.

7.1.2 7.1.2 Place the membrPlace the membrane on the ane on the membmembrane expanrane expander order or, , if if 
it is to be rolled onto the specimen, roll the membrane on theit is to be rolled onto the specimen, roll the membrane on the

cap or base.cap or base.
7.1.3 7.1.3 Check that the Check that the porouporous s disks and specimen drainadisks and specimen drainagege

tubes are not obstructed by passing air or water through thetubes are not obstructed by passing air or water through the

appropriate lines.appropriate lines.
7.1.4 7.1.4 Attach the pressure-contAttach the pressure-control and volume-measurerol and volume-measurementment

system and a pore-pressure measurement device to the cham-system and a pore-pressure measurement device to the cham-

ber base.ber base.

7.2 7.2 DepenDepending on whether the saturading on whether the saturation portition portion of on of the testthe test

wilwill l be be iniinitiatiated with ted with eiteither a her a wet or wet or dry draindry drainage systeage system,m,
mount the specimen using the appropriate method, as followsmount the specimen using the appropriate method, as follows

in eitherin either  7.2.1 7.2.1  oror  7.2.2  7.2.2. The dry mounting method is strongly. The dry mounting method is strongly
recomrecommendmended ed for for specspecimenimens s with initial saturatiwith initial saturation on less thanless than

90 %. The dry mounting method removes air prior to adding90 %. The dry mounting method removes air prior to adding
backpressure and lowers the backpressure needed to attain anbackpressure and lowers the backpressure needed to attain an

adequate percent saturation.adequate percent saturation.

NNOTEOTE 12—It is recommended that the dry mounting method be used for 12—It is recommended that the dry mounting method be used for

specimens of soils that swell appreciably when in contact with water. If specimens of soils that swell appreciably when in contact with water. If 
the wet mounting method is used for such soils, it will be necessary tothe wet mounting method is used for such soils, it will be necessary to

obtain the specimen dimensions after the specimen has been mounted. Inobtain the specimen dimensions after the specimen has been mounted. In
such cases, it will be necessary to determine the double thickness of thesuch cases, it will be necessary to determine the double thickness of the

membrane, the double thickness of the wet filter paper strips (if used), andmembrane, the double thickness of the wet filter paper strips (if used), and
the combined height of the cap, base, and porous disks (including thethe combined height of the cap, base, and porous disks (including the

thickness of filter disks if they are used) so that the appropriate values maythickness of filter disks if they are used) so that the appropriate values may
be subtracted from the measurements.be subtracted from the measurements.

7.2.17.2.1   Wet Mounting Method:  Wet Mounting Method:

7.2.1.7.2.1.1 1 Fill the specimeFill the specimen n draidrainage lines and the nage lines and the pore-pore-waterwater

pressure measurement device with deaired water.pressure measurement device with deaired water.

7.2.1.7.2.1.2 2 SaturSaturate the porous disks by ate the porous disks by boilboiling them in ing them in waterwater

for at least 10 min and allow to cool to room temperature.for at least 10 min and allow to cool to room temperature.
7.27.2.1.3 .1.3 If If filtfilter-er-pappaper er disdisks ks are to are to be be plaplaced ced betbetweeween n thethe

porous disks and specimen, saturate the paper with water priorporous disks and specimen, saturate the paper with water prior
to placement.to placement.

7.2.1.7.2.1.4 4 Place a saturatPlace a saturated poroused porous disk on the specimen base disk on the specimen base

and wipe away all free water on the disk. If filter-paper disksand wipe away all free water on the disk. If filter-paper disks
are used, placed on the porous disk. Place the specimen on theare used, placed on the porous disk. Place the specimen on the

disk. Next, place another filter-paper disk (if used), porous disk disk. Next, place another filter-paper disk (if used), porous disk 
and the specimen cap on top of the specimen. Check that theand the specimen cap on top of the specimen. Check that the

specimen cap, specimen, filter-paper disks (if used) and porousspecimen cap, specimen, filter-paper disks (if used) and porous
disks are centered on the specimen base.disks are centered on the specimen base.

7.2.1.5 7.2.1.5 If filter-pIf filter-paper stripaper strips or s or a a filtefilterr-pape-paper cage r cage are to are to bebe
used, saturate the paper with water prior to placing it on theused, saturate the paper with water prior to placing it on the

specimen. To avoid hoop tension, do not cover more than 50 %specimen. To avoid hoop tension, do not cover more than 50 %
of the specimen periphery with vertical strips of filter paper.of the specimen periphery with vertical strips of filter paper.

7.2.1.6 7.2.1.6 ProceProceed withed with  7.37.3..

7.2.27.2.2   Dry Mounting Method:  Dry Mounting Method:

7.27.2.2.1 .2.1 Dry Dry the the spespecimcimen en dradrainainage ge syssystemtem. . ThiThis s mamay y bebe
accomplished by allowing dry air to flow through the systemaccomplished by allowing dry air to flow through the system

prior to mounting the specimen.prior to mounting the specimen.

7.2.2.2 7.2.2.2 Dry the porouDry the porous disks in an oven and then place thes disks in an oven and then place the
disdisks ks in in a a desdesicciccatoator r to to coocool l to to rooroom m temtemperperatuature re priprior or toto

mounting the specimen.mounting the specimen.

7.2.2.3 7.2.2.3 Place a dry porous disk on the specimePlace a dry porous disk on the specimen base andn base and

place the specimen on the disk. Next, place a dry porous disk place the specimen on the disk. Next, place a dry porous disk 
anand d ththe e spspececimimen en cacap p on on ththe e spspececimimenen. . ChChececk k ththat at ththee

specimen cap, porous disks, and specimen are centered on thespecimen cap, porous disks, and specimen are centered on the
specimen base.specimen base.

NNOTEOTE 13—If desired, dry filter-paper disks may be placed between the 13—If desired, dry filter-paper disks may be placed between the
porous disks and specimen.porous disks and specimen.

7.2.2.4 7.2.2.4 If filter-pIf filter-paper stripaper strips or s or a a filtefilterr-pape-paper r cage are to cage are to bebe

used, the cage or strips may be held in place by small pieces of used, the cage or strips may be held in place by small pieces of 
tape at the top and bottom.tape at the top and bottom.

7.3 7.3 Place the rubber membraPlace the rubber membrane around the ne around the specispecimen andmen and

seal it at the cap and base with two rubber O-rings or otherseal it at the cap and base with two rubber O-rings or other
posipositive seal at each endtive seal at each end.. AA thin coathin coating of silicting of silicon grease on theon grease on the
vertical surfaces of the cap and base will aid in sealing thevertical surfaces of the cap and base will aid in sealing the

membrane. If filter-paper strips or a filter-paper cage are used,membrane. If filter-paper strips or a filter-paper cage are used,
do not apply grease to surfaces in contact with the filter-paper.do not apply grease to surfaces in contact with the filter-paper.

7.4 7.4 AttacAttach the top drainage line and chech the top drainage line and check the alignmenk the alignment of t of 
the specithe specimen and men and the the spespecimcimen en capcap. . If If the dry the dry moumountintingng

metmethod has hod has beebeen n useused, d, appapply ly a a parpartiatial l vacvacuum of uum of appapproxroxi-i-
matmately 35 ely 35 kPa (5 kPa (5 lbflbf/in/in..22) ) (no(not t to to excexceed eed the the conconsolsolidaidatiotionn

stress) to the specimen through the top drainage line prior tostress) to the specimen through the top drainage line prior to
checking the alignment. If there is any eccentricity, release thechecking the alignment. If there is any eccentricity, release the

partial vacuum, realign the specimen and cap, and then reapplypartial vacuum, realign the specimen and cap, and then reapply
the partial vacuum. If the wet mounting method has been used,the partial vacuum. If the wet mounting method has been used,

the alignment of the specimen and the specimen cap may bethe alignment of the specimen and the specimen cap may be
checked and adjusted without the use of a partial vacuum.checked and adjusted without the use of a partial vacuum.
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8. 8. ProcedurProceduree

8.18.1    PrioPrior r to to SatuSaturatration— ion— AfteAfter r asseassemblmbling ing the the tritriaxiaaxiall

chamber, perform the following operations:chamber, perform the following operations:
8.8.1.1 Bri1.1 Bring ng ththe e axaxiaial l loload ad pipistston on ininto to cocontntacact t wiwith th ththee

spespecimcimen en cap cap sevseveraeral l timtimes es to to perpermit mit proproper per seaseatinting g andand
alignment of the piston with the cap. During this procedure,alignment of the piston with the cap. During this procedure,

take care not to apply an axial load to the specimen exceedingtake care not to apply an axial load to the specimen exceeding
0.5 % of the estimated axial load at failure. When the piston is0.5 % of the estimated axial load at failure. When the piston is

brougbrought ht into contactinto contact, , recorrecord d the reading of the reading of the deformathe deformationtion
indicator to three significant digits.indicator to three significant digits.

8.8.1.2 Fi1.2 Fill ll ththe e chchamambeber r wiwith th ththe e chchamambeber r liliququidid, , bebeiningg
carcarefueful l to to avoavoid id tratrappipping ng air or air or lealeavinving g an an air spacair space e in in thethe

chamber.chamber.

8.28.2   Saturation—   Saturation— The objective of the saturation phase of theThe objective of the saturation phase of the
testest t is to is to fill all voids in fill all voids in the specthe specimeimen n witwith h watwater withoer withoutut

undesundesirabirable le prestprestressiressing ng of of thethe   spe  specimcimen en or or allallowiowing ng thethe
spespecimcimen en to to sweswellll. . SatSaturauratiotion n is is usuusuallally y accaccompomplislished hed byby

applying back pressure to the specimen pore water to drive airapplying back pressure to the specimen pore water to drive air
into solution after satinto solution after saturating the system by eithurating the system by either: ( er: ( ) applying) applying11
vacuum to the specimen and dry drainage system (lines, porousvacuum to the specimen and dry drainage system (lines, porous

disks, pore-pressure device, filter-strips or cage, and disks) anddisks, pore-pressure device, filter-strips or cage, and disks) and
then allowing deaired water to flow through the system andthen allowing deaired water to flow through the system and

specspecimen while maintimen while maintainiaining the ng the vacuuvacuum; or m; or ( ( ) ) satusaturatirating theng the22
dradrainainage ge syssystem by tem by boiboilinling g the porouthe porous s disdisks ks in in watwater er andand

allowing water to flow through the system prior to mountingallowing water to flow through the system prior to mounting
the specithe specimenmen. . It It shoshould be uld be notnoted ed thathat t plaplacincing g the air the air intintoo

solution is a function of both time and pressure. Accordingly,solution is a function of both time and pressure. Accordingly,
remremovioving ng as as mucmuch h air as air as pospossibsible le priprior or to to appapplyilying ng bacback k 

pressure will decrease the amount of air that will have to bepressure will decrease the amount of air that will have to be
placed into solution and will also decrease the back pressureplaced into solution and will also decrease the back pressure

reqrequiruired ed for for satsaturauratition. on. In In addadditiition, on, air air remremainaining ing in in thethe
spespecimcimen en and and dradrainainage ge syssystem tem jusjust t priprior or to to appapplyilying ng bacback k 

pressure will go into solution much more readily if deairedpressure will go into solution much more readily if deaired
water is used for saturation. The use of deaired water will alsowater is used for saturation. The use of deaired water will also

decrease the time and back pressure required for saturation.decrease the time and back pressure required for saturation.
Many procedures have been developed to accomplish satura-Many procedures have been developed to accomplish satura-

tion. The following are suggested procedures:tion. The following are suggested procedures:
88..22..1  1  IInnccrreeaasseeStarting with Initially Dry Drainage System— Starting with Initially Dry Drainage System— 

ththe e papartrtiaial l vavacucuum um acactiting ng on on totop p of of ththe e spspececimimen en to to ththee

maximaximum mum avaiavailable lable vacuuvacuum. m. If If the the efeffectfective ive consconsolidaolidationtion
stress under which the strength is to be determined is less thanstress under which the strength is to be determined is less than
the maximum partial vacuum, apply a lower partial vacuum tothe maximum partial vacuum, apply a lower partial vacuum to

the the chachambemberr. . The The difdifferferencence e betbetweeween n the the parpartiatial l vacvacuumuum
applied to the specimen and the chamber should never exceedapplied to the specimen and the chamber should never exceed

the effective consolidation stress for the test and should not bethe effective consolidation stress for the test and should not be
lesless s thathan n 35 kPa 35 kPa (5 lbf/i(5 lbf/in.n.22) ) to to alallolow w fofor r floflow w ththrorougugh h ththee

sample. After approximately 10 min, allow deaired water tosample. After approximately 10 min, allow deaired water to
percolate from the bottom to the top of the specimen under apercolate from the bottom to the top of the specimen under a

differential vacuum of less than 20 kPa (3 lbf/in.differential vacuum of less than 20 kPa (3 lbf/in.
22

) ) ((Note 14Note 14).).
8.2.1.1 8.2.1.1 There should always be a positive efThere should always be a positive effective stress of fective stress of 

at least 13 kPa (2 lbf/in.at least 13 kPa (2 lbf/in.
22

) at the bottom of the specimen during) at the bottom of the specimen during
this part of the procedure. When water appears in the burettethis part of the procedure. When water appears in the burette

connected to the top of the specimen, close the valve to theconnected to the top of the specimen, close the valve to the
bottom of the specimen and fill the burette with deaired water.bottom of the specimen and fill the burette with deaired water.

Next, reduce the vacuum acting on top of the specimen throughNext, reduce the vacuum acting on top of the specimen through
the the burburettette e to to atmatmospospherheric ic prepressussure re whiwhile le simsimultultaneaneousouslyly

incincreareasinsing g the the chachambember r prepressussure re by by an an equequal al amoamountunt. . ThiThiss
process should be performed slowly such that the differenceprocess should be performed slowly such that the difference

betbetweeween n the pore the pore prepressussure re meameasursured ed at at the bottothe bottom m of of thethe

specimen and the pressure at the top of the specimen should bespecimen and the pressure at the top of the specimen should be
allowed to equalize. When the pore pressure at the bottom of allowed to equalize. When the pore pressure at the bottom of 

the specimen stabilizes, proceed with back pressuring of thethe specimen stabilizes, proceed with back pressuring of the
specspecimen pore-wateimen pore-water r as as descrdescribed ibed inin   8.2.3.1  8.2.3.1. . TTo o chchececk k foforr

equalequalizatization, close ion, close the drainage valves to the drainage valves to the specimen andthe specimen and
measure the pore pressure change until stable. If the change ismeasure the pore pressure change until stable. If the change is

less than 5 % of the chamber pressure, the pore pressure mayless than 5 % of the chamber pressure, the pore pressure may
be assumed to be stabilized.be assumed to be stabilized.

NNOTEOTE  14—For saturated clays, 14—For saturated clays,   percolation may not be necessary and  percolation may not be necessary and
water can be added simultaneously at both top and bottom.water can be added simultaneously at both top and bottom.

8.2.28.2.2   Startin  Starting g with with InitInitiallially y SatuSaturated rated DrainDrainage age SystSystem— em— 
After filling the burette connected to the top of the specimenAfter filling the burette connected to the top of the specimen

witwith h deadeaireired d watwaterer, , appapply ly a a chachambember r prepressussure re of of 35 35 kPa (5kPa (5
lbf/in.lbf/in.

22
) or less and open the specimen drainage valves. When) or less and open the specimen drainage valves. When

the the porpore e prepressussure re at at the the botbottom tom of of the the spespecimcimen en stastabilbilizeizes,s,
according to the method described inaccording to the method described in 8.2.1 8.2.1, or when the burette, or when the burette
reading stabilizes, back pressuring of the specimen pore-waterreading stabilizes, back pressuring of the specimen pore-water

may be initiated.may be initiated.
8.2.38.2.3  Back-Pressure Saturation—  Back-Pressure Saturation— To saturate the specimen,To saturate the specimen,

back pressuring is usually necessary.back pressuring is usually necessary. Fig. 3 Fig. 3
44

provides guidanceprovides guidance
on on bacback k prepressussure re reqrequiruired ed to to attattain ain satsaturauratition. on. AddAdditiitionaonall

guidance on the back-pressure process is given by Black andguidance on the back-pressure process is given by Black and

LeeLee55 and Headand Head66 (See(See Note 15 Note 15 on references). on references).

NNOTEOTE   15—Th  15—The e referreferences presented are ences presented are for for informinformationaational l purposepurposess
only.only.

8.2.3.18.2.3.1   Applyi  Applying ng Back Back PrPressuressure— e— SimultaneouslSimultaneously y increaseincrease
the chamber and back pressure in steps with specimen drainagethe chamber and back pressure in steps with specimen drainage

valves opened so that deaired water from the burette connectedvalves opened so that deaired water from the burette connected
to to ththe e totop p anand d bobottttom om of of ththe e spspececimimen en mamay y floflow w ininto to ththee

specimen. To avoid undesirable prestressing of the specimenspecimen. To avoid undesirable prestressing of the specimen
while applying back pressure, the pressures must be appliedwhile applying back pressure, the pressures must be applied

incrementally with adequate time between increments to per-incrementally with adequate time between increments to per-
mit equalization of pore-water pressure throughout the speci-mit equalization of pore-water pressure throughout the speci-

men. The size of each increment may range from 35 kPa (5men. The size of each increment may range from 35 kPa (5
lbf/in.lbf/in.

22
) up to 140 kPa (20 lbf/in.) up to 140 kPa (20 lbf/in.

22
), depending on the magni-), depending on the magni-

tudtude e of of the the desdesireired d efeffecfectivtive e conconsolsolidaidatiotion n strstressess, , and and thethe

percent saturation of the specimen just prior to the addition of percent saturation of the specimen just prior to the addition of 
the increment. The difference between the chamber pressurethe increment. The difference between the chamber pressure

and and the the bacback k prepressussure re durduring ing bacback k prepressussurinring g shoshould uld notnot
exceed 35 kPa unless it is deemed necessary to control swellingexceed 35 kPa unless it is deemed necessary to control swelling

of the specimen during the procedure. The difference betweenof the specimen during the procedure. The difference between
the chamber and back pressure must also remain withinthe chamber and back pressure must also remain within 665 %5 %

whewhen n the the prepressussures res are are rairaised sed and and witwithinhin66   2   2 % % whwhen en ththee
pressures are constant. To check for equalization after appli-pressures are constant. To check for equalization after appli-

cation of a back pressure increment or after the full value of cation of a back pressure increment or after the full value of 
back pressure has been applied, close the specimen drainageback pressure has been applied, close the specimen drainage

valves and measure the change in pore-pressure over a 1-minvalves and measure the change in pore-pressure over a 1-min
interval. If the change in pore pressure is less than 5 % of theinterval. If the change in pore pressure is less than 5 % of the

44 Lowe, J., and Johnson, T. C., “Use of Back Pressure to Increase Degree of Lowe, J., and Johnson, T. C., “Use of Back Pressure to Increase Degree of 

Saturation of Triaxial Test Specimens,”Saturation of Triaxial Test Specimens,” Proceedings, Proceedings, ASCE Research ConferASCE Research Conference onence on

Shear Strength of Cohesive SoilsShear Strength of Cohesive Soils  , Boulder, CO, 1960 , Boulder, CO, 1960
55 Black, A. W. and Lee, K. L. (1973), “Saturating Laboratory Samples by Back Black, A. W. and Lee, K. L. (1973), “Saturating Laboratory Samples by Back 

Pressure,”Pressure,”  Journal of the Soil Mechanics and Foundation Division, Journal of the Soil Mechanics and Foundation Division,  ASCE, Vol. 99, ASCE, Vol. 99,

No. SM1, Proc. Paper 9484, Jan., pp. 75–93.No. SM1, Proc. Paper 9484, Jan., pp. 75–93.
66 Head, K. H., (1986),Head, K. H., (1986),  Manual of Soil Laboratory Testing, Volume 3: Effective Manual of Soil Laboratory Testing, Volume 3: Effective

Stress TestsStress Tests, Pentech Press Limited, Graham Lodge, London, United Kingdom, pp., Pentech Press Limited, Graham Lodge, London, United Kingdom, pp.

787–796.787–796.
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difdifferferencence e betbetweeween n the the chachambember r prepressussure re and and the the bacback k 

pressure, another back pressure increment may be added or apressure, another back pressure increment may be added or a
measurement may be taken of the pore pressure Parameter Bmeasurement may be taken of the pore pressure Parameter B

(see(see 8.2.4 8.2.4) to determine if saturation is completed. Specimens) to determine if saturation is completed. Specimens
shalshall be conl be considesidered to bred to be satue saturaterated if thd if the value value of e of is equis equal toal to B B

or gror greater eater than 0than 0.95, or .95, or if if remaremains uins unchannchanged wiged with addth additioitionn B B
of back pressure increments.of back pressure increments.

NNOTEOTE    1616—T—The he rerelalatitiononshshipips ps preresesentnted ed in in arare e babasesed d on on ththeeFiFig. g. 33
assumption that the water used for back pressuring is deaired and that theassumption that the water used for back pressuring is deaired and that the

only source for air to dissolve into the water is air from the test specimen.only source for air to dissolve into the water is air from the test specimen.
If air pressure is used to control the back pressure, pressurized air willIf air pressure is used to control the back pressure, pressurized air will

dissolve into the water, thus reducing the capacity of the water used fordissolve into the water, thus reducing the capacity of the water used for
back pressurback pressure to e to dissolve air located in the pores of dissolve air located in the pores of the test specimen. Thethe test specimen. The

problem is minimized by using a long (>5 m) tube that is impermeable toproblem is minimized by using a long (>5 m) tube that is impermeable to
air between the air-water interface and test specimen, by separating theair between the air-water interface and test specimen, by separating the

back-pressure water from the air by a material or fluid that is relativelyback-pressure water from the air by a material or fluid that is relatively
impermeable to air, by periodically replacing the back-pressure water withimpermeable to air, by periodically replacing the back-pressure water with

deaired water, or by other means.deaired water, or by other means.
NNOTEOTE 17—Al 17—Although ththough the pore pre pore pressure essure ParamParameter eter is used to dis used to determetermineine B B

adequaadequate saturate saturation, the tion, the -value is als-value is also a function of soil stifo a function of soil stiffness. If thfness. If thee B Bsaturasaturation of the sample is 100 %tion of the sample is 100 %, the , the -value mea-value measuremesurement will increant will increasese B B
with decreasing soil stiffness. Therefore, when testing soft soil samples, awith decreasing soil stiffness. Therefore, when testing soft soil samples, a

 B B-value of 95 % may indicate a saturation less than-value of 95 % may indicate a saturation less than  100 %. 100 %.
NNOTEOTE   18—T  18—The he bacback k prepressurssure e reqrequireuired d to to satsaturaurate te a a recreconstonstitutituteded

specimen may be higher for the wet mounting method than for the dryspecimen may be higher for the wet mounting method than for the dry
mounting method and may be as high as 1400 kPa (200 lb/in.mounting method and may be as high as 1400 kPa (200 lb/in. 22).).

NNOTEOTE  19—Many laboratories use differential pressure regulators and 19—Many laboratories use differential pressure regulators and
transdtransducers to ucers to achievachieve e the the requirrequirements for ements for small differsmall differences betweenences between

chamber and back pressure.chamber and back pressure.

8.2.48.2.4   M  Measeasururemeement nt of of the the PorPore e PrPressessurure e ParParameameter ter 

 B—  B— Determine the value of the pore pressure ParameterDetermine the value of the pore pressure Parameter    BB    inin
accoaccordancrdance e withwith   8.2.4.1  8.2.4.1   through  through   8.2.4.4  8.2.4.4. . The pore The pore prepressussurere

ParameterParameter  BB  is defined by the following equation: is defined by the following equation:

 B B 55 ∆ ∆ ∆σ∆σuu /  / 
33    (2(2 ))

where:where:

 ∆ ∆uu    = = changchange in the in the spece specimen imen pore ppore pressressure thure that ocat occurs acurs as as a

result of a change in the chamber pressure when theresult of a change in the chamber pressure when thespecimenspecimen drainage valves are closed, and drainage valves are closed, and

 ∆σ  ∆σ 33    = = changchange in the in the chame chamber prber pressuessure.re.

8.2.4.1 8.2.4.1 Close the specimen drClose the specimen drainage valves, record ainage valves, record the porethe pore
prepressussure, to re, to the nearethe nearest st 0.7 0.7 kPa (0.1 kPa (0.1 psipsi), ), and increand increase thease the

chamber pressure by 70 kPa (10 lbf/in.chamber pressure by 70 kPa (10 lbf/in.
22

).).

8.2.4.2 8.2.4.2 After approximaAfter approximately 2 min, detertely 2 min, determine and record mine and record thethe
maximum value of the induced pore pressure to the nearest 0.7maximum value of the induced pore pressure to the nearest 0.7
kPa kPa (0.(0.1 1 psipsi),. ),. For For manmany y spespecimcimensens, , the the porpore e prepressussure re maymay

decdecrearease se aftafter er the the immimmediediate ate resresponponse se and and thethen n incincreareasese
sligslightly htly with with timetime. If . If this this occuroccurs, vas, values lues of of shoulshould be d be plotplottedted∆∆uu

with time and the asymptotic pore pressure used as the changewith time and the asymptotic pore pressure used as the change
in poin pore prre pressessureure. A . A larlarge inge increcrease iase in n witwith timh time or vae or valuelues of s of ∆∆uu

∆ ∆ ∆σ∆σuu   greater than  greater than    33
  indicate a leak of chamber fluid into the indicate a leak of chamber fluid into the

spespecimcimen. en. DecDecreareasinsing vag valuelues of s of witwith tih time mme may iay indindicatcate ae a∆∆uu

lealeak k in in thathat t parpart t of of the the porpore e prepressussure re meameasursuremeement nt syssystemtem
located outside of the chamber.located outside of the chamber.

8.2.4.3 8.2.4.3 CalcuCalculate thelate the  BB-value using-value using Eq  Eq 22..

8.2.4.4 8.2.4.4 ReappReapply ly the the same effesame effective consolictive consolidatidation on strestress ss asas

exisexisted prioted prior to the r to the -val-value by reducue by reducing the chaing the chamber prember pressuressure B B
by 70 kPa (10 lbf/in.by 70 kPa (10 lbf/in.22) or by alternatively, increasing the back ) or by alternatively, increasing the back 

prpresessusure by re by 70 kPa70 kPa. . If If is cois contntininuiuing to ng to inincrcreaease wise withth B B
increasing back pressure, continue with back pressure satura-increasing back pressure, continue with back pressure satura-

tition. on. If If is is equequal al to to or gor greareater ter thathan 0.n 0.95 o95 or ir if a f a ploplot ot of f verversussus B  B BB
back prback pressuressure indice indicates nates no furtho further incer increasrease in e in with inwith increascreasinging B B

back pressure, initiate consolidation.back pressure, initiate consolidation.

8.38.3  Consolidation—  Consolidation— The The objobjectective ive of of ththe e conconsolsolidaidatiotionn

phasphase e of the of the test is test is to allow to allow the specimthe specimen to en to reacreach h equilequilibriibriumum
in a drained state at the effective consolidation stress for whichin a drained state at the effective consolidation stress for which

a strength determination is required. During consolidation, dataa strength determination is required. During consolidation, data
is is obtobtainained ed for for use use in in detdetermerminiining ng whewhen n conconsolsolidaidatiotion n isis

complete and for computing a rate of strain to be used for thecomplete and for computing a rate of strain to be used for the
shear portioshear portion n of the of the testtest. . The consolidThe consolidation procedation procedure is ure is asas

follows:follows:

8.3.1 8.3.1 When the saturatiWhen the saturation phase of on phase of the test is the test is complcompleted,eted,

bring the axial load piston into contact with the specimen cap,bring the axial load piston into contact with the specimen cap,
and record the reading on the deformation indicator to threeand record the reading on the deformation indicator to three

FIG. 3 Pressure to Attain Various Degrees of SaturationFIG. 3 Pressure to Attain Various Degrees of Saturation
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significant digits. During this procedure, take care not to applysignificant digits. During this procedure, take care not to apply

an axial load to the specimen exceeding 0.5 % of the estimatedan axial load to the specimen exceeding 0.5 % of the estimated
axiaxial al loaload d at at faifailurlure. e. AftAfter er recrecordording ing the the reareadinding, g, rairaise se thethe

piston a small distance above the specimen cap, and lock thepiston a small distance above the specimen cap, and lock the
piston in place.piston in place.

8.3.2 8.3.2 WWith the ith the specispecimen drainage valves closedmen drainage valves closed, , hold thehold the

maximaximum back mum back presspressure ure constconstant ant and and incrincrease the ease the chamchamberberpressure until the difference between the chamber pressure andpressure until the difference between the chamber pressure and

the the back back presspressure ure equalequals s the the desirdesired ed efeffectfective ive consoconsolidalidationtion
prespressure. Consolisure. Consolidatiodation n in in stagstages es is is requirequired when red when the finalthe final

effective consolidation stress is greater than 40 kPa (5.8 lb/in.effective consolidation stress is greater than 40 kPa (5.8 lb/in.
22

))
and filter strips for radial drainage are used. The load incrementand filter strips for radial drainage are used. The load increment

ratio shall not exceed two.ratio shall not exceed two.

8.3.3 8.3.3 Obtain an initiaObtain an initial reading on the voll reading on the volume change deviceume change device,,
and, then open appropriate drainage valves so that the speci-and, then open appropriate drainage valves so that the speci-

men may drain from both ends into the volume change device.men may drain from both ends into the volume change device.
At increasing intervals of elapsed time (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8,At increasing intervals of elapsed time (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8,

15, and 30 min and at 1, 2, 4, and 8 h, and so forth) observe and15, and 30 min and at 1, 2, 4, and 8 h, and so forth) observe and
recrecord ord the the volvolume ume chachange nge reareadindings, gs, andand, , aftafter er the the 15-15-minmin

reading, record the accompanying deformation indicator read-reading, record the accompanying deformation indicator read-
ings obtained by carefully bringing the piston in contact withings obtained by carefully bringing the piston in contact with

the specimen cap. If volume change and deformation indicatorthe specimen cap. If volume change and deformation indicator
readings are to be plotted against the square root of time, thereadings are to be plotted against the square root of time, the

time intervals at which readings are taken may be adjusted totime intervals at which readings are taken may be adjusted to
those that have easily obtained square roots, for example, 0.09,those that have easily obtained square roots, for example, 0.09,

0.25, 0.49, 1, 4, and 9 min, and so forth. Depending on soil0.25, 0.49, 1, 4, and 9 min, and so forth. Depending on soil
tytypepe, , titime me inintetervrvalals s mamay y bebe   cha  changenged d to to conconvenvenienient t timtimee

intervals which allow for adequate definition of volume changeintervals which allow for adequate definition of volume change
versus time.versus time.

NNOTEOTE  20—In cases where significant amounts of fines may be washed 20—In cases where significant amounts of fines may be washed

frofrom m the the spespecimcimen en becbecausause e of of high initiahigh initial l hydrhydrauliaulic c gragradiendients, ts, it it isis
permissible to gradually increase the chamber pressure to the total desiredpermissible to gradually increase the chamber pressure to the total desired

pressure over a period with the drainage valves open. If this is done,pressure over a period with the drainage valves open. If this is done,
recrecordording ing of of datdata a shoshould uld begbegin in immimmediaediately after tely after the the totatotal l prepressussure re isis

reached.reached.

8.38.3.4 .4 PloPlot t the the volvolume ume chachange nge and and defdeformormatiation on indindicaicatortor
readings versus either the logarithm or square root of elapsedreadings versus either the logarithm or square root of elapsed

time.time. Allow consolidation to contAllow consolidation to continue for at least one log cycleinue for at least one log cycle
of time or one overnight period after 100 % primary consoli-of time or one overnight period after 100 % primary consoli-

dation has been achieved as determined in accordance with onedation has been achieved as determined in accordance with one
of the procedures outlined in Test Methodof the procedures outlined in Test Method D2435/D2435M D2435/D2435M. . AA

marked deviation between the slopes of the volume change andmarked deviation between the slopes of the volume change and
deformation indicator curves toward the end of consolidationdeformation indicator curves toward the end of consolidation

based on deformation indicator readings indicates leakage of based on deformation indicator readings indicates leakage of 
fluid from the chamber into the specimen, and the test shall befluid from the chamber into the specimen, and the test shall be

terminated.terminated.

8.3.5 8.3.5 DeterDetermine the mine the time for time for 50 50 % % primprimary consolidary consolidatioation,n,
tt
5050

, in accordance with one of the procedures outlined in Test, in accordance with one of the procedures outlined in Test

MethodMethod D2435/D2435M D2435/D2435M. If the specimen swells or does not. If the specimen swells or does not
consolidate at the final effective consolidation stress, determineconsolidate at the final effective consolidation stress, determine

the reason for this behavior and verify that it is not equipmentthe reason for this behavior and verify that it is not equipment
malfmalfunctunction. If ion. If simisimilar specimenlar specimens s are are beinbeing g testtested ed at at highehigherr

final effective consolidation stress and have consolidation data,final effective consolidation stress and have consolidation data,
use the tuse the t

5050
 from these tests. If no other data is available, use a from these tests. If no other data is available, use a

strastrain rate of 1 %in rate of 1 % ⁄hr⁄hr..

8.48.4   Shear—   Shear— During shear, the chamber pressure shall be keptDuring shear, the chamber pressure shall be kept

conconstastant nt whiwhile le advadvancancing ing the the axiaxial al loaload d pispiston ton dowdownwanwardrd
against the specimen cap using controlled axial strain as theagainst the specimen cap using controlled axial strain as the

loading criterion. Specimen drainage is not permitted duringloading criterion. Specimen drainage is not permitted during
shear.shear.

8.4.18.4.1   Prior to Axial Loading—   Prior to Axial Loading— Before initiating shear, per-Before initiating shear, per-
form the following:form the following:

8.4.1.1 8.4.1.1 By opening or closinBy opening or closing the appropriate g the appropriate valves, isolatevalves, isolate
the specimethe specimen n so so that during shear the that during shear the specspecimen pore-waimen pore-waterter

pressure will be measured by the pore-pressure measurementpressure will be measured by the pore-pressure measurement
device and no drainage will occur.device and no drainage will occur.

8.4.1.2 8.4.1.2 Place the chambePlace the chamber in r in positposition in ion in the axial loadinthe axial loadingg
device. Be careful to align the axial loading device, the axialdevice. Be careful to align the axial loading device, the axial

load-measuring device, and the triaxial chamber to prevent theload-measuring device, and the triaxial chamber to prevent the
application of a lateral force to the piston during shear.application of a lateral force to the piston during shear.

8.48.4.1.3 Bring .1.3 Bring the axial load the axial load pispiston into ton into concontactact t witwith h thethe
specimen cap to permit proper seating and realignment of thespecimen cap to permit proper seating and realignment of the

pispiston ton witwith h the the capcap. . DurDuring ing thithis s proprocedcedureure, , carcare e shoshould uld bebe
taken not to apply an axial load to the specimen exceedingtaken not to apply an axial load to the specimen exceeding

0.5 0.5 % % of of ththe e esestitimamateted d axaxiaial l loload ad at at fafaililurure. e. If If ththe e axaxiaiall
loaload-d-memeasasururining g devdevicice e is is lolocatcated ed outoutsiside de of of the the trtriaiaxixialal

chamber, the chamber pressure will produce an upward forcechamber, the chamber pressure will produce an upward force
on the piston that will react against the axial loading device. Inon the piston that will react against the axial loading device. In

ththis is cacasese, , ststarart t shsheaear r wiwith th ththe e pipistston on slsligighthtly ly ababovove e ththee
specimen cap, and before the piston comes into contact withspecimen cap, and before the piston comes into contact with

the specithe specimen cap, men cap, eiteither ( her ( ) ) meameasursure e and recorand record d the initthe initialial11
piston friction and upward thrust of the piston produced by thepiston friction and upward thrust of the piston produced by the

chamber pressure and later correct the measured axial load, orchamber pressure and later correct the measured axial load, or
((22) adjust the axial load-measuring device to compensate for) adjust the axial load-measuring device to compensate for

ththe e frfricictition on anand d ththrurustst. . ThThe e vavaririatatioion n in in ththe e axaxiaial l loloadad--
memeasuasurinring g devdevice ice reareadinding g shoshould uld not not excexceed eed 0.1 0.1 % % of of thethe
estimated failure load when the piston is moving downwardestimated failure load when the piston is moving downward

prprioior r to to cocontntacactiting ng ththe e spspececimimen en cacap. p. If If ththe e axaxiaial l loloadad--
measuring device is located inside the chamber, it will not bemeasuring device is located inside the chamber, it will not be

necessary to correct or compensate for the uplift force actingnecessary to correct or compensate for the uplift force acting
on the axial loading device or for piston friction. However, if on the axial loading device or for piston friction. However, if 

an internal load-measuring device of significant flexibility isan internal load-measuring device of significant flexibility is
used in combination with an external deformation indicator,used in combination with an external deformation indicator,

correction of the deformation readings may be necessary. Incorrection of the deformation readings may be necessary. In
both cases, record the initial reading on the pore-water pressureboth cases, record the initial reading on the pore-water pressure

memeasuasuremrement ent devdevice ice to to the the neanearesrest t 0.7 0.7 kPa kPa (0.(0.1 1 lbflbf/in/in..22))
immediately prior to when the piston contacts the specimen capimmediately prior to when the piston contacts the specimen cap

and the reading on the deformation indicator to three signifi-and the reading on the deformation indicator to three signifi-
cant digits when the piston contacts the specimen cap.cant digits when the piston contacts the specimen cap.

8.4.1.4 Check 8.4.1.4 Check for pore for pore prespressure stabilisure stabilizatization. on. RecorRecord d thethe
pore pressure to the nearest 0.7 kPa (0.1 lbf/in.pore pressure to the nearest 0.7 kPa (0.1 lbf/in.22). Close the). Close the

drainage valves to the specimen, and measure the pore pressuredrainage valves to the specimen, and measure the pore pressure
chchanange ge ununtitil l ststabablele. . If If ththe e chchanange ge is is leless ss ththan an 5 5 % % of of ththee

chachambmber er prepressussure, re, the pore the pore prepressussure re may may be be assassumeumed d to to bebe
stabilized.stabilized.

8.4.28.4.2   Axia  Axial l LoadiLoading— ng— AppApply ly axiaxial al loaload d to to the specithe specimenmen
usiusing ng a a ratrate e of of axiaxial al strstrain ain thathat t wilwill l proproducduce e appapproxroximaimatete

equequalializatzation ion of of porpore e prepressussures res thrthrougoughouhout t the the spespecimcimen en atat
failure.failure. Assuming failure wiAssuming failure will occur after 4 %, a suitable ratll occur after 4 %, a suitable rate of e of 

strain,strain,    εε̇̇, may be determined from the following equation:, may be determined from the following equation:

D4767 − 11 (2020)D4767 − 11 (2020)
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εε̇̇ 55 4 %4 % / / ~~1010 t  t 
5050

!!    (3(3 ))

where:where:

t t 5050   =   = ttimime e vavalulue e obobtatainineed d in in ..8.3.58.3.5

If, however, it is estimated that failure will occur at a strainIf, however, it is estimated that failure will occur at a strain

value lower than 4 %, a suitable strain rate may be determinedvalue lower than 4 %, a suitable strain rate may be determined
usingusing  Eq Eq 33  by replacing 4 % with the estimated failure strain.  by replacing 4 % with the estimated failure strain.

This rate of strain will provide for determination of accurateThis rate of strain will provide for determination of accurate
effective stress paths in the range necessary to define effectiveeffective stress paths in the range necessary to define effective

strength envelopes.strength envelopes.
8.4.2.1 8.4.2.1 At a minimum, record load and defAt a minimum, record load and deformation to threeormation to three

significant digits, and pore-water pressure values to the nearestsignificant digits, and pore-water pressure values to the nearest
0.7 kPa (0.1 lbf/in.0.7 kPa (0.1 lbf/in.

22
), at increments of 0.1 to 1 % strain and,), at increments of 0.1 to 1 % strain and,

thereafter, at every 1 %. Take sufficient readings to define thethereafter, at every 1 %. Take sufficient readings to define the
strstressess-st-strairain n curcurve; ve; henhence, ce, mormore e frefrequequent nt reareadindings gs may may bebe

rereququirired ed in in ththe e eaearlrly y ststagages es of of ththe e tetest st anand d as as fafaililurure e isis
appapproaroacheched. d. ConContintinue ue the the loaloadinding g to to 15 15 % % strstrainain, , excexceptept

loading may be stopped when the principal stress differenceloading may be stopped when the principal stress difference
(de(deviaviator tor strstressess) ) has has drodroppepped d 20 20 % % or or whewhen n 5 % 5 % addadditiitionaonall
axial strain occurs after a peak in principal stress differenceaxial strain occurs after a peak in principal stress difference

(deviator stress).(deviator stress).

NNOTEOTE  21—The use of a manually adjusted null-indicating device will 21—The use of a manually adjusted null-indicating device will
require nearly continuous attention to ensure the criterion for undrainedrequire nearly continuous attention to ensure the criterion for undrained

shear.shear.

9. 9. RemoRemoving Specimving Specimenen

9.1 9.1 When shear is completWhen shear is completed, perform the followed, perform the following:ing:

9.19.1.1 .1 RemRemove the ove the axiaxial al loaload d and reducand reduce e the chambthe chamber er andand
back pressures to zero.back pressures to zero.

9.1.2 9.1.2 WiWith the specimen drainage valves remaining closeth the specimen drainage valves remaining closed,d,

quickly remove the specimen from the apparatus so that thequickly remove the specimen from the apparatus so that the
specimen will not have time to absorb water from the porousspecimen will not have time to absorb water from the porous

disks.disks.
9.1.3 Remove the 9.1.3 Remove the rubberubber r membmembrane (and rane (and the filter-pathe filter-paperper

strstrips or ips or cagcage e frofrom m the specthe specimeimen n if if thethey y werwere e useused), andd), and
detedeterminrmine e the water the water contcontent of ent of the total specimen in the total specimen in accoraccor--

dance with the procedure in Test Methoddance with the procedure in Test Method  D2216 D2216. (Free water. (Free water
remaremaininining g on on the specimethe specimen n afteafter r remoremoval of val of the membranthe membranee

should be blotted away before obtaining the water content.) Inshould be blotted away before obtaining the water content.) In
cases where there is insufficient material from trimmings forcases where there is insufficient material from trimmings for

index property tests, that is, where specimens have the sameindex property tests, that is, where specimens have the same
diameter as the sampling tube, the specimen should be weigheddiameter as the sampling tube, the specimen should be weighed

priprior or to to remremovioving ng matmaterierial al for for indindex ex proproperperty ty testests ts and and aa
representative portion of the specimen used to determine itsrepresentative portion of the specimen used to determine its

final water content. Prior to placing the specimen (or portionfinal water content. Prior to placing the specimen (or portion
thereof) in the oven to dry, sketch or photograph the specimenthereof) in the oven to dry, sketch or photograph the specimen

showing the mode of failure (shear plane, bulging, or other).showing the mode of failure (shear plane, bulging, or other).

10. Calculations10. Calculations

10.1 10.1 Calculations aCalculations are only shown using re only shown using SI units. Other uniSI units. Other unitsts

are permissible, provided the appropriate unit conversions areare permissible, provided the appropriate unit conversions are
used to maintain consistency of units throughout the calcula-used to maintain consistency of units throughout the calcula-

tions. Seetions. See 1.6.1 – 1.6.3 1.6.1 – 1.6.3  for additional comments on the use of  for additional comments on the use of 
inch-pound units. Measurements and calculations shall containinch-pound units. Measurements and calculations shall contain

a minimum of three significant digits.a minimum of three significant digits.

10.210.2  Initial Specimen Properties—  Initial Specimen Properties— Using the dry mass of theUsing the dry mass of the

total specimen, calculate and record the initial water content,total specimen, calculate and record the initial water content,
volume of solids, initial void ratio, initial percent saturation,volume of solids, initial void ratio, initial percent saturation,

and initial dry and initial dry unit weight. Calculaunit weight. Calculate te the specimethe specimen n volumvolumee

from values measured infrom values measured in 6.4 6.4. Calculate the volume of solids by. Calculate the volume of solids by
dividing the dry mass of the specimen by the specific gravity of dividing the dry mass of the specimen by the specific gravity of 

tthhe  e  ssoolliidds  s  (  (  )  )  aanndd   divi  dividinding g by by the the dendensitsity y of of watwaterer..NotNote e 2222
Calculate the void ratio by dividing the volume of voids by theCalculate the void ratio by dividing the volume of voids by the

volume of solids where the volume of voids is assumed to bevolume of solids where the volume of voids is assumed to be
the difference between the specimen volume and the volume of the difference between the specimen volume and the volume of 

the solids. Calculate dry density by dividing the dry mass of thethe solids. Calculate dry density by dividing the dry mass of the
specimen by the specimen volume.specimen by the specimen volume.

NNOTEOTE   22—The specific gravity of solids can be determined in accor-  22—The specific gravity of solids can be determined in accor-
dance with Test Methoddance with Test Method D854 D854 or it may be assumed based on previous test or it may be assumed based on previous test

results.results.

10.310.3   Specim  Specimen en PrPropertoperties ies After After ConsoConsolidalidation— tion— CalculateCalculate
the specimen height and area after consolidation as follows:the specimen height and area after consolidation as follows:

10.3.1 10.3.1 Height of specimHeight of specimen after consolen after consolidation,idation, H  H cc, is deter-, is deter-
mined from the following equation:mined from the following equation:

 H  H cc 55  H  H oo 22 ∆∆ H  H oo    (4(4 ))

where:where:

 H  H oo    = = initinitial hial height eight of spof specimecimen, mm en, mm or cmor cm, and, and
 ∆ ∆ H  H oo    = = change in change in height of height of specimen aspecimen at end t end of consolidaof consolidation,tion,

mm or cm.mm or cm.

10.10.3.2 Th3.2 The e crocrossss-se-sectctioional nal ararea ea of of the the spespecicimemen n aftaftererconsolidation,consolidation, A Acc, shall be computed using one of the following, shall be computed using one of the following

methods. The choice of the method to be used depends onmethods. The choice of the method to be used depends on
whether shear data are to be computed as the test is performedwhether shear data are to be computed as the test is performed

(in which case Method A would be used) or on which of the(in which case Method A would be used) or on which of the
twtwo o memeththodods, s, in in ththe e opopininioion n of of a a ququalalifiified ed pepersrsonon, , yiyieleldd

specimen conditions considered to be most representative of specimen conditions considered to be most representative of 
those after consolidation. Alternatively, the average of the twothose after consolidation. Alternatively, the average of the two
calculated areas may be appropriate.calculated areas may be appropriate.

10.3.2.110.3.2.1   Method A:  Method A:

 A A
cc 55 ~~ V V 

oo22 ∆∆V V sat sat 22 ∆∆V V cc ! ! /  /  H  H 
cc

   (5(5 ))

where:where:

 A Acc    = conso= consolidatlidation, ion, cmcm
22

or m,or m,
22

V V oo    = = initinitial ial volumvolume e of of specspecimenimen, , cmcm33 or m,or m,33

 ∆ ∆V V cc    = = changchange in ve in volumolume of e of specispecimen dmen durinuring cong consolisolidatiodationn
as indicated by burette readings, cmas indicated by burette readings, cm33 or m,or m,33 andand

 ∆ ∆V V sat sat     = = changchange in volume of se in volume of specimpecimen durien during saturng saturatioation asn as
follows, cmfollows, cm

33
or or mm

33
::

 ∆ ∆V V sat sat     = = 3V3V
oo

 [  [ HH∆∆
ss
 /H /H

oo
]]

where:where:

 ∆ ∆ H  H ss    = = changchange in e in heigheight of ht of the specithe specimen durinmen during saturatg saturation,ion,
mm, cm, or m.mm, cm, or m.

10.3.2.210.3.2.2   Method B:  Method B:

 Ac Ac 55 ~~V V 
wf wf 

11V V 
ss!! /  /  H  H 

cc
   (6(6 ))

where:where:

V V wf wf     = = final volfinal volume of wateume of water (based on finar (based on final water conl water content)tent),,

cmcm
33

or m,or m,
33

andand
V V ss    = = voluvolume me of of solidsolids, s, cmcm

33
or m,or m,

33
as follows:as follows:

V V ss    ==    wwss /(G /(Gss p pww))

where:where:

wwss    = = specspecimen imen dry dry massmass, g,, g,GGss    = = specspecific grific gravitavity of soy of solids, alids, andnd
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 p pww    = = densidensity of watty of water at 20 °er at 20 °C, 0.998C, 0.9982 g/cm.2 g/cm.33

10.10.3.3 3.3 UsiUsing ng the the calcalculculateated d dimdimensensionions s of of the the spespecimcimenen

after consolidation, and assuming that the water content afterafter consolidation, and assuming that the water content after
consolidation is the same as the final water content, calculateconsolidation is the same as the final water content, calculate

the consolidated void ratio and percent saturation.the consolidated void ratio and percent saturation.

NNOTEOTE  23—The specimen will absorb water from the porous disks and 23—The specimen will absorb water from the porous disks and

drainage lines during the time it is being removed from the apparatus.drainage lines during the time it is being removed from the apparatus.
WheWhen n this this efeffecfect t is is signsignificificantant, , MetMethod A hod A will will yieyield ld mormore e reareasonsonableable

values.values.
NNOTEOTE   24— In   24— In this test methodthis test method, , the equatthe equationions s are writtare written en sucsuch h thatthat

comprecompression ssion and and consoliconsolidation are dation are consideconsidered red positivepositive..

10.410.4   Shear Data:  Shear Data:

10.4.1 10.4.1 Calculate Calculate the axial the axial strain,strain, ε ε 11, for a given applied axial, for a given applied axial

load as follows:load as follows:

εε
11

55 ∆∆ H  H  /  /  H  H 
cc

   (7(7 ))

where:where:

 ∆ ∆ H  H     = = chchanange ge in in heheigight ht of of spspececimimen en duduriring ng loloadadining g asas

determined from deformation indicator readings, mmdetermined from deformation indicator readings, mm
or cm, andor cm, and

 H  H cc    = = heigheight of speht of specimecimen aften after consor consolidatlidation, mm oion, mm or cm.r cm.

10.10.4.2 Cal4.2 Calculculate the crosate the cross-ss-sectectionional areaal area, , , , for a for a givgivenen A A
applied axial load as follows:applied axial load as follows:

 A A 55  A Acc /  / ~~11 22 εε
11!!    (8(8 ))

where:where:

 A Acc    = = aveaveragrage e crocross-ss-secsectiotional nal arearea a of of the the spespecimcimen en aftafterer

consolidation, cmconsolidation, cm
22

or m,or m,
22

andand
εε11    = = axiaaxial strail strain (decin (decimal formal format) fomat) for the giver the given axial lon axial load.ad.

NNOTEOTE 25—The cross-sectional area computed in this manner is based on 25—The cross-sectional area computed in this manner is based on

the the assassumptumption ion that the that the spespecimcimen en defdeformorms s as as a a righright t circirculacular r cylcylindeinderr
during shearduring shear. In . In cases where there is cases where there is localizlocalized bulging, it ed bulging, it may be may be possiblepossible

to to detdetermermine ine mormore e accaccuraurate te valvalues ues for the for the arearea a basbased ed on on spespecimcimenen
dimension measurements obtained after shear.dimension measurements obtained after shear.

10.4.3 Calculat10.4.3 Calculate e the the measmeasured ured princprincipal ipal strestress ss difdiffereferencence
(deviator stress),(deviator stress),    σσ11  − −  σ σ33, , fofor r a a gigiveven n apapplplieied d axaxiaial l loload ad asas

follows:follows:

σσ
11

22 σσ
33

55 PP /  /  A A    (9(9 ))

where:where:

σ σ 11 − −  σ  σ 33    = = measumeasured principared principal l strestress ss difdiffereference or nce or devideviatorator
stress, kN/mstress, kN/m

22
= kPa,= kPa,

PP    = = givegiven n appliapplied ed axial axial load load (cor(correcterected d for for upliuplift ft andand
piston friction if required as obtained inpiston friction if required as obtained in  10.4.3.1 10.4.3.1),),

kN, andkN, and
 A A    = = corrcorresponesponding ding croscross-ses-sectionctional al areaarea, , cmcm22 or m.or m.22

10.4.3.110.4.3.1   Corr  Correctiection on for for FiltFilter-Paer-Paper per StriStrips— ps— For For vertverticalical

filtfilter-er-pappaper er strstrips ips whiwhich ch extextend end oveover r the the tottotal al lenlength gth of of thethe
specimen, apply a filter-paper strip correction to the computedspecimen, apply a filter-paper strip correction to the computed

values of the principal stress difference (deviator stress), if thevalues of the principal stress difference (deviator stress), if the
error in principal stress difference (deviator stress) due to theerror in principal stress difference (deviator stress) due to the

strength of the filter-paper strips exceeds 5 %.strength of the filter-paper strips exceeds 5 %.
((11) ) For valueFor values of s of axiaaxial strain above 2 %, use the followl strain above 2 %, use the followinging

equation to compute the correction:equation to compute the correction:

∆∆~~σσ
11

22 σσ
33
!!  fp fp 55 K K 

 fp fp
 P P

 fp fp
 /  /  A A

cc
  (10)  (10)

where:where:

 ∆  ∆ σ σ (( 11  − −  σ  σ 33)) fp fp    = = filterfilter-pape-paper correctr correction to be ion to be subtrsubtracted fromacted from
the measured principal stress difference (de-the measured principal stress difference (de-

viator stress), kN/mviator stress), kN/m
22

= kPa,= kPa,
K K  fp fp    = = loaload d carcarriried ed by by filtfilter-er-pappaper er strstrips ips per per uniunitt

lenglength th of of perimperimeter eter covercovered ed by by filtefilter-papr-paperer,,
kN/mm or kN/m (SeekN/mm or kN/m (See   Note 26  Note 26),),

PP fp fp    = perim= perimeter eter covercovered ed by by filtefilter-papr-paperer, , mm mm or or m,m,

andand
 A Acc    = = crcrososs-s-sesectctioionanal arl area oea of spf spececimimen aen aftfterer

consolidation, cmconsolidation, cm
22

or m.or m.
22

((22) For ) For vavalulues es of of axaxiaial l ststrarain in of of 2 2 % % or or lelessss, , ususe e ththee
following equation to compute the correction:following equation to compute the correction:

∆∆~~σσ
11

22 σσ
33
 ! !
 fp fp

55 5050εε
11
K K  fp fpPP  fp fp

 /  /  A A
cc

  (11)  (11)

where:where:

5050    = = limilimiting axting axial strial strain decain decimal foimal formatrmat, and, and
εε11    = = axiaaxial strail strain (decimn (decimal formaal format) for the givt) for the given axial loen axial load,ad,

anand d ototheher r tetermrms s arare e ththe e sasame me as as ththosose e dedefinfined ed inin
ssuubbppaarraaggrraapph  h  ((11)  )  oof  f  ..10.4.3.110.4.3.1

NNOTEOTE   26—F  26—For or filter-filter-paper generally used paper generally used in in triaxiatriaxial l testingtesting,,    K K  fp fp    isis

approximately 0.00019 kN/mm or 0.19 kN/m (1.1 lbf/in.).approximately 0.00019 kN/mm or 0.19 kN/m (1.1 lbf/in.).

10.4.3.210.4.3.2  Correction for Rubber Membrane—  Correction for Rubber Membrane— Use the follow-Use the follow-

ing equation to correct the principal stress difference (deviatoring equation to correct the principal stress difference (deviator
stress) for the effect of the rubber membrane if the error instress) for the effect of the rubber membrane if the error in

principal stress difference (deviator stress) due to the strengthprincipal stress difference (deviator stress) due to the strength
of the membrane exceeds 5 %:of the membrane exceeds 5 %:

∆∆~~  σ σ
11

22 σσ
33
 ! !
mm

55 ~ ~44 E  E 
mmt t mmεε!! /  /  D D

cc
  (12)  (12)

where:where:

 ∆  ∆ σ σ (( 11  − −  σ  σ 33)) mm    = = memmembrabrane ne corcorrecrectiotion n to to be be subsubtratractected d frofromm
the measured principal stress difference (de-the measured principal stress difference (de-

viator stress), kN/mviator stress), kN/m
22

= kPa,= kPa,
 D Dcc    ==

==44 A A
cc /  / ππ55

diameter of specimen after consolidation, mmdiameter of specimen after consolidation, mm
or cm,or cm,

 E  E mm    = Y= Young’s oung’s modulus modulus for for the the membrane membrane material,material,

kN/mkN/m
22

= kPa= kPa
t t mm    = thicknes= thickness s of of the the membmembrane, rane, mm mm or or cm, cm, andand

εε11    = = axial axial strastrain in (dec(decimal imal formform).).

((11) ) The YThe Young’s modulus of the membrane material may beoung’s modulus of the membrane material may be
determined by hanging a 15-mm (0.5-in.) circumferential stripdetermined by hanging a 15-mm (0.5-in.) circumferential strip

of membrane using a thin rod, placing another rod through theof membrane using a thin rod, placing another rod through the
bottom of the hanging membrane, and measuring the force perbottom of the hanging membrane, and measuring the force per

unit strain obtained by stretching the membrane. The modulusunit strain obtained by stretching the membrane. The modulus
value may be computed using the following equation:value may be computed using the following equation:

 E  E mm 55 ~ ~F F  /  /  A A
mm!! /  / ~~∆∆ L L /  /  L L!!   (13)  (13)

where:where:

 E  E mm    = = YYoung’s moung’s modulus of odulus of the membthe membrane materane material, kN/mrial, kN/m
22

==
kPa (SeekPa (See   Note 27  Note 27))

F F     = = forcforce apple applied tied to stro stretch etch the mthe membrembrane, N ane, N or kNor kN,,
 L L    = = unstrunstretcheetched lend length ogth of the f the membmembranerane, mm o, mm or cmr cm,,
 ∆ ∆ L L    = = chachange nge in lin lengength oth of thf the mee membrmbrane ane due due to tto the fhe forcorce, e, ,,F F 

mm or cm, andmm or cm, and
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 A Amm    = = arearea of the ma of the membembranrane e = = 22  t  t mm W W ss , , mmmm22 or cm.or cm.22

where:where:

t t mm    = = thicthickness kness of the of the membmembrane, mrane, mm or cmm or cm, and, and
W W ss    = = widwidth of th of circircumcumferferentential strial strip of ip of memmembrabrane, 15 ne, 15 mmmm

(0.5 in.).(0.5 in.).

NNOTEOTE 27—A typical value of  27—A typical value of  E  E mm  for latex membranes is 1400 kPa (200 for latex membranes is 1400 kPa (200

lbf/in.).lbf/in.).
NNOTEOTE   28—The corrections for filter-paper strips and membranes are  28—The corrections for filter-paper strips and membranes are

based on simplified assumptions concerning their behavior during shear.based on simplified assumptions concerning their behavior during shear.
Their actual behavior is complex, and there is not a consensus on moreTheir actual behavior is complex, and there is not a consensus on more

exact corrections.exact corrections.

10.4.3.310.4.3.3  Corrected Principal Stress Difference—  Corrected Principal Stress Difference— This valueThis value

is as follows:is as follows:

~~σσ 11
22 σσ

33!! c c 55

PP

 A A
22 ~~σσ11

22 σσ
33 ! !ƒƒ p p 22 ~~σσ11

22 σσ
33!!mm (14)(14)

where:where:

((σ σ 11   – –    σ σ 33))cc    = = corrected pricorrected principal strencipal stress difss difference or ference or deviatordeviator
stress, kN/mstress, kN/m22 = kPa,= kPa,

10.4.4 10.4.4 Calculate the efCalculate the effective minor principal stressfective minor principal stress,,   σσ33

''
forfor

a given applied axial load as follows:a given applied axial load as follows:

σσ
33

''
55 σσ

33
   22 ∆∆uu   (15)  (15)

where:where:

σ σ 33
' '  = = efeffective minor prifective minor principal stress at the gincipal stress at the given axial load,ven axial load,

kPa,kPa,
σ σ 33    = = minominor prinr principacipal strel stress at tss at the givehe given axian axial loadl load, kPa, and, kPa, and
 ∆ ∆uu    = = indinduceuced d porpore-we-wateater r prepressussure at re at the givethe given n axiaxial loadal load

(t(tototal al poporere-wa-wateter r prpresessursure e miminunus s ththe e tototatal l bacback k 

pressure), kPa.pressure), kPa.

10.510.5    PrinPrincipal Strescipal Stress s DifDiffereference nce (Devi(Deviator ator StrStress) ess) and and In-In-
duced duced PorPore-We-Water ater PrPressuressure e versversus us StraiStrain n CurveCurves— s— PreparePrepare
graphgraphs s showishowing ng relatrelationshionships ips betwebetween en princprincipal ipal strestress ss difdiffer-fer-

enceence   (devi  (deviator stress) ator stress) and and induinduced ced pore-pore-water pressure withwater pressure with
axiaaxial l strastrain, in, plotplotting deviator stress ting deviator stress and and induinduced ced pore-pore-watewaterr

pressure as ordinates and axial strain as abscissa. Select thepressure as ordinates and axial strain as abscissa. Select the
principal stress difference (deviator stress) and axial strain atprincipal stress difference (deviator stress) and axial strain at

failure in accordance withfailure in accordance with   3.2.3  3.2.3..

10.610.6  p' − q Diagram—  p' − q Diagram— Prepare a graph showing the relation-Prepare a graph showing the relation-

shiship bp betwetween een ' a' andnd p  p qq, plotting, plotting  q q   a  as ordis ordinate nate and and ' as a' as abscisbscissasa p p
using the same scale. The values of using the same scale. The values of   pp' a' and nd fofor a r a gigiveven an axixialalqq

load may be computed as follows:load may be computed as follows:

 p p '' 55
~~~~σσ

11
22 σσ

33
!!  c c 11 22σσ

33

'' !!
22

   55
~~σσ

11

''
11σσ

33

'' !!
22

  (16)  (16)

qq 55
~~  σ σ

11
22 σσ

33
!!
cc

22
  (17)  (17)

where:where:

((σ σ 11 − −  σ  σ 33))cc    = = correcorrected principacted principal l strestress ss difdifferenference ce (devi(deviatorator

stress), kPa, andstress), kPa, and
σ σ ' ' 33    = effe= effective ctive minominor r prinprincipal cipal strestress, ss, kPa.kPa.

10.7 10.7 DeteDeterminrmine e the major and the major and minominor r prinprincipal strescipal stresses atses at

failure based on total stresses,failure based on total stresses,   σσ
11 f  f  and and   σσ

33 f  f  respectively, and on respectively, and on
efeffectifective ve strestresses, sses, ''σσ

11 f  f   aannd  d  ''σσ
33 f  f  respectively, as follows: respectively, as follows:

σσ 33 f  f 55 eeffffeeccttiive  ve  ccoonnssololiidadatit ioon n ststrreessss,  ,  ( 18)( 18)

σσ
11 f  f  55 ~~σσ

11
22 σσ

33
 ! !
cf cf 

11σσ
33 f  f 

,  ,  ((1199))

σσ
33 f  f 
''

55 σσ
33 f  f 22 ∆∆uu  f  f 

,  ,  aannd  d  ((2200))

σσ
11 f  f 

''
55 ~~σσ

11
22 σσ

33
!!cf cf 11σσ

33 f  f 

'' (21)(21)

wherewhere   ∆∆uu f  f   is the induced pore-water pressure at failure.  is the induced pore-water pressure at failure.

10.810.8  Mohr Stress Circles—  Mohr Stress Circles— If desired, construct Mohr stressIf desired, construct Mohr stress

circles at failure based on total and effective stresses on ancircles at failure based on total and effective stresses on an
arithmetic plot with shear stress as ordinate and normal stressarithmetic plot with shear stress as ordinate and normal stress

as abscissa using the same scales. Seeas abscissa using the same scales. See Fig. 4 Fig. 4. The circle based. The circle based
on total stresses is drawn with a radius of one half the principalon total stresses is drawn with a radius of one half the principal

stress difference (deviator stress) at failure with its center at astress difference (deviator stress) at failure with its center at a
value equal to one half the sum of the major and minor totalvalue equal to one half the sum of the major and minor total

prinprincipal stressecipal stresses. s. The The Mohr stress Mohr stress circcircle le based on based on efeffectifectiveve
stresses is drawn in a similar manner except that its center is atstresses is drawn in a similar manner except that its center is at

a value equal to one half the sum of the major and minora value equal to one half the sum of the major and minor
effective principal stresses.effective principal stresses.

11. 11. Report: TReport: Test Data est Data Sheet(s)/Form(Sheet(s)/Form(s)s)

111.1 The 1.1 The metmethodhodoloology gy useused d to to spespecifcify y how data how data are re-are re-

corded on the data sheet(s)/form(s), as given below, is coveredcorded on the data sheet(s)/form(s), as given below, is covered
inin 1.5.1 1.5.1..

1111.2 .2 RecorRecord d as a as a miniminimum the mum the follfollowing generaowing general l inforinforma-ma-
tion (data):tion (data):

111.21.2.1 Ide.1 Identintificaficatiotion n datdata a and and visvisual ual desdescricriptiption on of of 
specimen, including soil classification and whether the speci-specimen, including soil classification and whether the speci-

men is intact, reconstituted, or otherwise prepared,men is intact, reconstituted, or otherwise prepared,
11.2.2 11.2.2 VValues of plastic limit and liquid limit, if determinedalues of plastic limit and liquid limit, if determined

in accordance with Test Methodin accordance with Test Method  D4318 D4318,,

11.2.3 11.2.3 VValue of specific gravity of solids and notation if thealue of specific gravity of solids and notation if the
value was determined in accordance with Test Methodvalue was determined in accordance with Test Method D854 D854 or or

assumed,assumed,
1111.2.4 .2.4 PartiParticle-cle-size size analanalysis, ysis, if if detedeterminrmined, ed, in in accoraccordancedance

with Test Methodwith Test Method D422 D422,,
1111.2.5 .2.5 InitiInitial specimen dry al specimen dry unit weight, void unit weight, void ratiratio, o, waterwater

content, and percent saturation, (specify if the water contentcontent, and percent saturation, (specify if the water content
specimen was obtained from cuttings or the entire specimen),specimen was obtained from cuttings or the entire specimen),

NNOTEOTE   29—Th  29—The e specifispecific c gravity determingravity determined ed in in accordaccordance with ance with TTestest
MethodMethod   D854  D854   is required for calculation of the saturation. An assumed  is required for calculation of the saturation. An assumed

specific gravity may be used provided it is noted in the test report that anspecific gravity may be used provided it is noted in the test report that an
assumed value was used.assumed value was used.

1111.2.6 .2.6 InitiInitial al heigheight ht and diameteand diameter r of of specspecimen,imen,
11.2.7 11.2.7 Method followed for speMethod followed for specimen saturation (cimen saturation (that is, drythat is, dry

or wet method),or wet method),
11.2.8 11.2.8 Total back presTotal back pressure,sure,

111.1.2.2.9 The 9 The popore re prpresessusure re PaPararamemeteter r B B at at ththe e enend d of of 
saturation,saturation,

11.2.10 11.2.10 EffeEffective consolidation stress,ctive consolidation stress,

11.2.11 11.2.11 TimTime to e to 50 % primary consolidatio50 % primary consolidation,n,
11.2.12 11.2.12 Specimen dry unit weight, void ratiSpecimen dry unit weight, void ratio, water content,o, water content,

and percent saturation after consolidation,and percent saturation after consolidation,
1111.2.13 .2.13 SpeciSpecimen men crosscross-sec-sectiontional al area area afteafter r consconsolidaolidationtion

and method used for determination,and method used for determination,
11.2.14 11.2.14 Failure criterioFailure criterion used,n used,

11.2.15 11.2.15 The value of the principal stress difThe value of the principal stress difference (deviatorference (deviator
stress) at failure and the values of the effective minor and majorstress) at failure and the values of the effective minor and major

principal stresses at failure, (indicate when values have beenprincipal stresses at failure, (indicate when values have been
corrected for effects due to membrane or filter strips, or both),corrected for effects due to membrane or filter strips, or both),

1111.2.16 .2.16 Axial straiAxial strain n at failureat failure, , percepercent,nt,
1111.2.17 .2.17 Rate of strain, percenRate of strain, percent per t per minuminute,te,
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1111.2.18 .2.18 PrincPrincipal stress ipal stress difdifferenference ce (devi(deviator stress) ator stress) and and in-in-
duced pore-waduced pore-water pressure versus axial ter pressure versus axial strastrain in curvcurves es as as de-de-

scribed inscribed in 10.5 10.5,,

1111.2.19 .2.19 TheThe  pp' −' −  q q  diagram as described in diagram as described in  10.6 10.6,,
111.21.2.20 .20 MohMohr r strstress ess circirclecles s basbased ed on on tottotal al and and efeffecfectivtivee

stresses, (optional),stresses, (optional),

1111.2.21 .2.21 Slope of Slope of anglangle e of the of the failfailure surface (optiure surface (optionalonal),),
1111.2.22 .2.22 FailuFailure sketch or re sketch or photophotograph of graph of the specimethe specimen, n, andand

1111.2.23 .2.23 RemarRemarks ks and notatioand notations regardinns regarding g any unusual con-any unusual con-
ditiditions ons such such as as slicslickensikensides, des, strastratifictificationation, , shellshells, s, pebblpebbles,es,
roots, and so forth, or other information necessary to properlyroots, and so forth, or other information necessary to properly

inteinterpret the rpret the resuresults lts obtaiobtained, ned, inclincluding any uding any depadeparturertures s fromfrom
the procedure outlined.the procedure outlined.

12. 12. PrecPrecision and Biaision and Biass

12.112.1   Precision—   Precision— Test data on precision is not presented dueTest data on precision is not presented due

to the nature of the soil materials tested by this procedure. It isto the nature of the soil materials tested by this procedure. It is

either not feasible or too costly at this time to have ten or moreeither not feasible or too costly at this time to have ten or more

lablaboraoratortories ies parparticticipaipate te in in a a rouround-nd-robrobin in testestinting g proprogragram.m.

Subcommittee D18.05 is seeking any data from users of thisSubcommittee D18.05 is seeking any data from users of this

test method that might be used to make a limited statement ontest method that might be used to make a limited statement on

precision.precision.

12.212.2   Bias—   Bias— There is no accepted reference value for this testThere is no accepted reference value for this test

method, therefore, bias cannot be determined.method, therefore, bias cannot be determined.

13. 13. KeywKeywordsords

13.1 13.1 back back presspressure ure satusaturatiration; on; cohecohesive sive soil; consolidsoil; consolidatedated

undrained strength; strain-controlled loading; stress-strain re-undrained strength; strain-controlled loading; stress-strain re-

lationships; total and effective stresseslationships; total and effective stresses

FIG. 4 FIG. 4 ConstConstructiruction on of Mohr of Mohr StresStress s CircleCircle
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